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Resident Men to Number 36; 
Exchange Brings Girls Also 
by Amy Sahrin ''72 
The 1\velve College Exchange will 
be a "good exercise in rea!ism, ·• 
said Mrs. Dorothy Holmes in an in-
terview last Monda)'. Mrs. Holmes, 
who is co-ordinating the program for 
Wellesley, disclosed that fort3-one 
exchange students have been accept-
ed to come to Wellesley next fall, and 
fifteen of them will be girls. In ad-
dition to the twenty-six males from 
Exchange schools. ten MIT under-
graduates will live here, bringing_ the 
total number of resident men to 
thirty-six. 
When discussing realism, Mrs. 
Holmes was not referring to the 
thirty-six men making Wellesley 
more real. She was pointing out that 
many of the applicants wanted to 
come to Wellesley to escape the ''un~ 
real atmosphere'' of their own 
schools. nrls, ironically, was a rea-
son cited by many Wellesley girls 
who applied to go away. Other reg. 
sons for wishing to come were per-
sonal an<J academic, the latter being 
th n ost prevalent. Dat1mouth, WH-
Jiams cUl(l Wheaton were th~ Ja1•gest 
contributors of exchange students. 
who are concentrated mainlv in the 
class of '72. The men wm probably 
1970-'1 VIL JUNIORS 
Rates: Barb Taylo,, 
Mary Vrana 
&•ehe: Br,•nn 1Uarks 
Cuenovt•: · Heather Boxtm, 
Claflin: Bou Fra!ial' 
Davis: Joan l,ovett 
Freeman: Clare Mankowski 
Barb Morry 
MacAfee: Dt~bble l<'uchs 
Cindy fl'rench 
Munger: t•atriela Bowe 
Pomeroy: Sally Surgenor 
Severt'11Ce: Nancy Black 
Sarah Rountree 
Shafer: Barb Snyder 
Stone: Anne Ogletree 
Tower: Judy Hansen 
Mia Savoia 
Chairman of l<"reshman Week: 
Naik', Blar.k 
all be living in the c::ame dorm 
Ev<'..ryone Possible Accepted 
F'orty to forty-four girls will be 
leaving Wellesley for exchange 
schools next fall, and Mrs. Holmes 
expressed amazement at the "incre-
dibly even numbers" of those coming 
and going. No limit was set on th~ 
nwnber Wellesley would accept, ex-
cept by Williams who requested that 
only ten of its twenty-four applicants 
be taken. EvefY()lle else who had 
met the approval of his or her home 
institution was accepted, since Wel-
lesley, wishing to make the first 
Exchange year a successful one, at-
tempted to accommodate all appli-
cants. 
Most home institutions carefully 
sifted the applications before for-
warding them to Wellesley, so few 
decisions had to be made at this 
end. In the Williams situation, ap. 
plicants wcrt- judged by a four-
member panel, cqnsisting of Mrs. 
Holmes, a student, a member of the 
Board of Admissions, and a teacher. 
Decisions were made on the basis of 
an all-around picture, not just good 
grades or lots of extra-eunicular 
activities. 
ResoUJ'Cef4 Pooled 
Mrs. Holmes was pleased that 
forty to forty-four of Wellesley's 
sbaty .. three applicants were accepted, 
going mostly to Dartmouth and Wil-
liams. Those that were rejected were 
turnro down mainly because they 
were freshman or they didn't want 
1o spend a whole year away. "Every-
thing that's humanly possible was 
done to make this f~ible," Mrs 
Holmes exclaimed. To Mrs. Holmes' 
knowledge, none of the exchange 
schoolc; will house the girls in coed 
dorms. 
She felt the Twdve College Ex-
change was worthwhile because of 
the extraordinary resources pooled 
when. these colleges got together. 
Manhattanvti.lle College, Sarah Law-
rence, and Goucher were denied 
membership recently and the 1\velve 
Collttgl' Exchangt• is officially cJosed. 
WELLESLEY NEWS ThUl'Sday, April 23, 19'70 
Marguerite &autier (Marana Brooks) is contemptuously spurned by Lobo (David Lifson) in Tennessee WiHiama· 
"Camino Re-al" to be presented this weekend. See article p. 5. 
Wellesley Honors 5 Facu lty; 
Class of '19 Funds New Chair 
Five appointments to endowed pro-
fessorships al Wellesley C.Ollege have 
been announced by Ruth M. Adams, 
prE"Sident. The announcement was 
made at an all-college com·ocatirn 
held in Houghton Memorial Chapel 
on Thurs. April 16. The date marked 
the 100th anniversary of the f.irst 
meeting of the Wellesley Corporation 
which was attended by the then Gov-
ernor of the Commonwealth of Mas-
~achusetts, Hon. William Claflin, who 
signed the charter and was one of the 
original incorporators of the College. 
A representative from the 1ffice of 
Massachusclts Governor Fr-c1ncis W. 
Sargent was among the special guests 
who attended the April 16 convoca-
tion, along with 20 trustee;:; · f the 
College, and 40 members of the Class 
of 1919 whose 50th reunion class gift 
endowed the Class of 191:) Prcfcssor-
ship. This will be held by Curtis 
Shell, professor of art and chainnan 
of the department. Other Wellesley 
f acuity receiving named professor-
hips are: Robert E. Garis, profesi;or 
of English, the Katharine Lee Bates 
Professorship; Carolyn S. Bell, pro-
fessor of economics, the Katharine 
Coman Professorship; Owen S; Strat-
ton, professor of political science, 
the Ralph Emerson Professorship; 
and Edward V. Gulick, professor of 
history, the Elisabeth Hodder Pro-
fessorship. 
1919 Professon.hlp to Shell 
The fund for the Class of 1919 Pro-
fessorship was announced at Com-
mencement in June 1969. The donors 
s p e c i f e d that the professorship 
~hould oe held by a senior member 
of the faculty but the chair should 
not remain perpetually in any one de-
partment. 
Curtis Shell, the first to hold this 
chair has been a member of the fac-
ulty since 1953. He is a specialist in 
the history of Renaissance art. After 
'Wellesley College Theatre 
studying at the Universities of Munich 
and Rome, he received the M.A. de-
gree from Stanford and the Ph.D. de-
gree from Ha.Ivard. He has held 
numerous grants, the most recent one 
a Ford Foundation-Wellesley College 
matching grant in 1968-69, for con-
tinued research on the art of Fra 
Filippo Lippi on whose wcirk he has 
done extensive writing. A senior fel-
low of the Harvard University Center 
for Renaissance Studies and an as-
sociate of the German Institute of 
Art History in Florence.Mr. Shell was 
Florence Supervisor of the C.Ommittee 
for the Rescue of Italian Art ( C.R. 
I.A.) in 1967, and in 1968 was named 
an honorable m e m b e r of the 
Accademia delle Arti del Disegno in 
Florence. 
Garis Honoree!! 
The Katharine Lee Bates Professor-
ship, to which Robert E. Garis was 
named, honors the author of "Amer-
ica the Beautiful" who was also a 
Wellesley alumna, Class of 1880, and 
a member of its department of Eng-
lish literature for forty years. The 
funds for the Professorship were es-
( Oontlnued OD l)ll&'e I) 
Tennessee Williams' 
CAMINO REAL 
Directed by Paul R. 
. . ,s eot4'"" 
Barstow 1(1tJ'-O~ 
Designed by Eric Levenson 
April 24-25-26 8:00 Alumnae Hall 
Admission - $1.50 Wellesley College students - $1,00 
(Advance sale by mail, or at the Information Bureau.) 
Wellesley College, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181 
photo by llichard Nuqent, Jr. 
Recipienh of endowed profenonhip1: left to riaht, Carolyn S. Bell, Owen S. Stratton, Curfo H. Shell. 
Page Two WELLESLEY NEWS 
Trail-Blazers? 
The irony _ of t~e situation was overwhelming: 
after a rally m which nearly l 00,000 citizens dis-
pfayed t~e1r longing for peace, a minority contin-
gent of b1tter students turned Harvard Square into 
the scene of a blazing holocaust. Such desperately 
destructive tactics can only be forcefully condemn -
ed by the vast number of students who hope 
for any kind of social reform. 
At the Commons rally, even Abbie Hoffman 
urged aband~nment of militant hostility in honor 
of the occasion. Four hours later a Cambridge 
bank wa~ going up in flames. A television reporter 
spoke with a youth who justified the hysteria as 
"an indication of how fed up and frustrated we 
are with the War."' 
That frustration is deeply rooted and wide-
spread. Months of nonviolent demonstrations 
seem to have been in vain; this week's news of 
the disbanding of the Vietnam Moratorium Com-
mittee is discouraging evidence of a malaise that 
can apparently no longer be confined to marches 
and peace fasts. 
To many impatient youths violence offers the 
only outlet for frustration. Such manifest:ations of 
anger are frighteningly reminiscent of summer 
inner city riots. A sign on a shop window in the 
Square proclaimed, "Smash the glass of the Ruling 
Class." ls this to be the watchword of future peace 
efforts? 
One of the most alarming revelations of last 
week's incidents was what the Harvard Crimson 
labeled "a 'rising toleration of violence ... Advance 
publicity had insured the rioters of a large audi-
ence at th~ Square. Unfortunately, no one was 
very surpnsed - after all, the linking together 
of the words "stude nt" and "violence" is practic-
ally becoming a cliche. 
Most deplombly for the cause of political re-
form, the t11ash~in engulfed many youths whose 
~oncern ~ould only tenuously be traced to politics: 
!t was_a field day for what our parents term juven-
ile delinquency. Until this irrational fringe element 
can learn that terrorist tactics breed only hostility 
a~d further despair, student pleas for "Peace Now· · 
will sound a hollow note in the ears of most Am-
~ricai.s. 
But Naturally • • • 
One could hardly call thirty-six males and 1700 
females a "more natural"' situation, but this is what 
the situation at Wellesley will be as the result of 
our entra_nce )nto the Twel~e College Exchange 
and a residential exchange with M.I.T. (see article 
page I). In fact, this situation, which means almost 
fifty girls to every guy, could be even more un-
natural than the present conditions, unless certain 
steps are taken by both the admini st ration and the 
students to see that Wellesley's new men do not be-
come ~eldom-talked~to. often-stared-at freaks. 
News_ ~an't ~pplaud loud enough the decision 
to paruc1patc in these two exchange programs 
which give Wellesley gir"l.s some excellent educa-
tion~ alternatives if they go away. and which also 
provide a more attractive and progressive home-
front for those who stay behind. However. al-
though we realize no one is to blame and every 
effort was made to accomodate all the men who 
wanted to come, it is regrettable that so few males 
will be here next year. 
It is even more regrettable that these few men 
:,viii probably be housed in one dormitory. Corning 
m sue~ small numbers, it is unlikely that these 
me~ will make any significant change in Welles-
ley s atmosphe~e except in a personal way. Having 
only one dormitory as a men's dorm will limit the 
personal impact these thrity-six could have on 
the _atmosphere_ of 1:me dorm. By isolating them 
all m one location, 1t becomes easier for many of 
them to depend on other men for companionship 
rather than making it easier for them to establish 
friendships with gir ls. 
Whi~ it may not be practical or desirable to 
scatter the men throughout the dorms, the pos-
sibility of splitting them into two or three groups 
located in completely different dorm complexes 
should be considered. This method of housing will 
give Wellesley's member shi p in the Twelve Col-
lege and MIT residential exchanges meaning for 
those who remain at Wellesley. 
Those girls who stay at Wellesley also have a 
part to play in making the exchanges worthwhile. 
Regardl~s of the final decision about housing, 
efforts to benefit from the exchanges in human 
terms will be wasted, unless the student body 
reacts naturally. These boys are not freaks to be 
sta red at but never ,talked to (the treatment re-
ceived by ma le visitors here during our Co-ed 
Week); neither arc ~hey tokens to be belittled or 
exploited. 
The complaint.!, voiced by co-eds at Yale and 
Princeton are familiar to us now: they are politely 
~nd acad~mically treated as equals yet personally 
ignored; 1f they are spoken to at all, it's because 
they are girls. co-eds, a rarity; they are no longer 
sex objeots but are objects of resentment instead . 
~II _that is required to prevent this from happen-
ing in rever!-e at Wellesley is a little understanding 
and natural behavior. 
Co-eds at Oartmt,uth say that they are the ones 
who must break into conversations and force their 
way into groups if they want to be talked to or 
included in activities. No wonder the airJs who 
can do this are resented. and those wh~ are shy 
and can ·t are lonely! 
Another girl there tells what seems to be a 
· typical story of newly formed co-ed situations. 
She saw a boy walking through the door ahead 
of her, ancl she could see he was debating whether 
or not to hold it open for her. After much delay, 
and as ~he came nearer, he decided not to and 
the door slammed in her face. This is not to dc-
mon<,tra,te that he should have held the door for 
her; this is to say that he should have reacted to 
her as a human being, not having to debate just 
because she was a girl, a co-ed. He should have 
done for her what he -would have done had she 
not been a co-eel, had they not been at Dartmouth. 
He shou ld have reacted naturally. 
This is what the thirty~ix men coming here 
next fall will be expecti ng of the girls who are 
here: not to be spoken to just because they are 
males, but to be considered on their worth as per-
sona lities as well; not to be ignored, either, if they 
find it difficult to make contact, for fear is natural 
also . They arc going to be here a whole year, not 
just a week. Their numbers may be small, but if 
they enjoy themsclvc.-s, more men will come in 
following years. 
Thirty-six may not be much, but ifs the real 
thing, not just a Co-ed Week. Naturalness is the 
key and ifs in your hands. News is glad that Wcl-
lcsl:::y pJrticipants in these exchanges, but hopes 
the advice given here will be considered and taken 
by both the administration anU students to make 
the mon·s stay here beneficial to Wellesley and 
enjoyable for the thirty-six. Otherwise, a very un-
natural <.;ituation will ex i-;t. 
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Thursday, April 2S, 1970 
feedback 
No Vacuum 
To the editor: 
The Wellesley Commission plays 
and should continue to play a vital 
role in defining the future ot the 
Wellesley College community. The 
members of the Commission must 
have contact with the rest of the col-
lege community. They must know 
just what it is that students, faculty 
and administration are saying, and 
why they are saying it. Changes must 
be initiated to see to it that as an in-
stitution we continue to provide a re-
levant education. The purpose of 
these changes should be to provide 
for the most flexibility in the future . 
They should do more than just ful-
fill temporary needs. 
There must also be the kind of com-
munication which will make it pos-
sible for the Commission's policies to 
be acted upon. This summer a nwn-
ber of studies will be undertaken, 
which hopefully will allow us to be-
gin thinking in concrete' tenns. I per-
sonally would then like to see the 
Commission submit plans, proposals 
and ideas to those legislative bodies 
on campus empowered to act on 
them. If the Commission is to con-
tinue as a viable organization, it must 
adopt some procedure for seeing to it 
that its policies are moved to con-
crete proposals and then acted upon. 
They must not be allowed to rest in 
a vacuum. 
Kathy Brigham ·n 
Candidate for the 
Wellesley College Commission 
Change Defined 
To the editor: 
I am a member of the class of 
1972, an Art History Major, and I 
have lived in Claflin for two years. 
Last summer I worked for Mr. Don-
ald Polk, doing research in compen-
satory education which helped Wel-
lesley to free its mind about the kind 
of educational experience a college 
must offer. This contact with other 
institutions' plans for the future 
should, I think, be invaluable to the 
Commission. I also am familiar with 
mobilization o1 student opinion, hav-
ing organized the open letter to Sen-
ate about 24-hour parietals which de-
monstrated the high level of favor-
able responses in a student body 
made aware of the issues involved. 
But what you really want to know is: 
how do I view Change? Two attitudes 
exist side bi side at the college; one 
calls for change at any cost, the 
other, for slow and careful change. 
I hold both views. It is crucial that 
Wellesley upgrade its faculty 100%, 
and that majors be instituted in such 
untraditional fields as environmental, 
women's, urban and suburban studies, 
practical art performing music, 
theatre, dance and linguistics. These 
changes - at any cost, because they 
are improvements to our education 
and because they will enable us to 
make many more specific commit-
ments to our world. But change in 
other areas must be more slow -
should the college decide to coedu-
cate without first making the above 
improvements we would find it fail-
ing to prepare anyone to do useful 
work, men and women alike. It is 
necessary for you to know how I 
think, but it will be much more ne-
cessary for me to !mow how you 
think, so that you will be truly rei>-
resentcd on the Commission. For this 
reason I will hold meetings once a 
week in the fall, to which all wm be 
welcome. I want to be very sure that 
the axes I grind on the Commission 
are the very best ones as you see 
them. 
Susan G. Elmer '72 
Candidate for the Wellesley 
C.Ollege Commission 
Renaissance Uses 
To the editor: 
Renaissance '70: dead but not for-
gotten. The soft quality of Renais-
sance '70 has activated our sensiti-
vity to problems, solutions and contin-
gencies. Renaissance '70 made us 
aware; the Commission has the legi-
timacy and resources to implement 
and innovate . The Commission has 
the right concerns but the wrong 
timetable. I do believe that change 
is complicated, however some compli-
cations are sell-generating. The Com -
mission can make recommendations 
soon about institutes, and the path 
towards coeducation. The Twelve 
College Plan (13?) proves that the 
Commission has the spunk to be a 
dynamic body. The spunk can be rea-
lized into spark with intelligent pres-
sure. 
I believe that Wellesley's crisis 
state continues, we all become numb 
and lose the urgency of relorm. Ad-
mirable change has occurred at Wel-
lesley, but the changes are more for 
student convenience than student edu-
cational development. Off-campus 
housing does not change the quality 
of on-campus living or studying. I 
would like to see a credit -non credit 
!-ystem of grading. More small semi-
nar type classes would revitalize , 
learning. The Urban Residency will 
bring Wellesley closer to urban com-
mitment. The Commission bas iden-
tified the right questions about Wel-
lesley's future form; I would like to 
see their answers finalized. 
My prime qualification is an urge 
to profit from reforms in my lifetime. 
I have been on the UrtJan Programs 
Committee. I tried to visualize Ren-
aissance '70 this year. I am Soph-
more Class President. We will see 
what happens with it all. 
Louisa Kasdon '72 
Candidate for the )Vellesley 
College Commission 
Younger Trustee 
To the editor: 
TO: College Community 
ltROM: Nan Ellen Swansen, Presi-
dent of the Alwnnae Association . 
The Board of Directors of the Al-
wnnae Association is extremely en-
thusiastic about the plan for a fifth 
Alwnnae 'I);:ustee. In addition to ap, 
plauding the idea of student represen-
tation on Trustee C.Ommittees, the 
Alwnnae Board, at the unanimous 
suggestion of the Alwnnae Trustee 
Candidate Nominating Committee for 
additional young representation, has 
approved: 
"A [i[th Alumnae Trustee, nomi-
nated in her senior year for a three-
year period beginning July 1 after 
graduation. She will be nominated 
by the regular Alumnae Trustee 
Candidate Nominating Committee, 
augmented by one Junior, one Sen-
ior, and one alumna from the most 
recently graduated class, each ap, 
pointed by the President of her 
class for the specific purpose of ob-
taining from her class suggested 
names of seniors." 
Certain safeguards are added, and 
the process would be repeated evecy 
third year so that there would always 
be an Alumnae Trustee young enough 
to relate easily to the student body. 
We are moving to make these 
changes efiective with the general 
approval of the Board of Trustees 
and with the expectation that these 
changes, in line with C\Il'rent thinking 
on such matters, will be voted at our 
Annual Meeting in June. 
With representatives from the class· 
cs of 1970, '7l., and '72, serving on the 
Alumnae Trustee Candidate Nominat-
ing Committee to help choose her, the 
first three-year Trustee would be no-
minated from the Class of 1971 t.o 
serve from 197l.-74. Provisions have 
been made for petitioning an addition-
al candidate if enough people wish it. 
An Alumnae Trustee serves as liaison 
between the C.Ollege and alumnae, 
and the three-year Alumnae Trustee 
would also serve as liaison between 
students and trustees and between 
students and alumnae. She should be 
an easy speaker, free to travel (at 
the College's expense) a moderate 
amount, free to spend time on cam-
pus before or after Trustee meetings 
and occasionally at other times. In-
telligent objectivity is a necessity for 
the job of Trustee, and it would be 
desirable to be within easy chiving 
or flying distance. 
Further information may be ob-
tained from the student members of 
th& committee : 
Elaine Shiang, 1972 - Tower C.Ourt 
West 
Linda Gilmore, 1971 - Tower Court 
West 
Peggy Roberts, 1970 - Munger. 
Thlll'Sday, April 28, 1970 WELLESLEY NEWS 
Representative Shirley Chisholm: 'Take a Stand' 
... 
by Bet!!J Bowman "11 
"I was ky,d of disappointed though; 
I wish she had spent more time talk-
ing about the discrimination .she felt 
as a woman member of Congress--
she has said before that she has felt 
more discrimination as a woman than 
a black in Congress." 
This was one remark overheard 
on the way back to the dorm last 
Monday night following a speech by 
the Hon. Shirley Chisholm, a New 
York member of the House of Re-
presentatives , in Alumnae Hall. 
Sadly, it missed the entire point of 
Mrs . Chisholm's powerful, direct, 
and infinitely quotable presentation , 
which Ethos sponsored. 
Camera11 and Hard Hilt! 
Titled the "Social Revolution," her 
speech made perfectly clear what she 
feels are the problems facing the 
United States today . She initially 
isolated three disturbed segments of 
society , which are "lashing out at 
something today": youth, blacks , 
and women. Cameras from TV chan-
nel 56 and WBZ captured her words 
and audience reactions. Several times 
during the evening , Mrs. Chisholm 
noted that she saw many faces in 
the audienc e tha t she thought looked 
"uptight "; " I don't care if you like 
me or not," she maintained . "I didn't 
come here to chitchat. Some of you 
are not used to being hit hard." She 
also said that any audience charges 
that she was emotional would not af. 
feet her. 
One of her major points stressed 
that it was time that "we stop making 
massive generalizations about Peo-
ple." The young are not "developed 
in a vacuwn; they are the products 
of a society tliat has brought them 
to a particular brink." She noted that 
she had been on 42 campuses in 33 
states in the past year and she !mows 
that youth are tired of the "sham 
of political leadership that says do 
as I say, not as I act." "And I den't 
blame them ." 
Racism 
She stressed her belief that the 
United States is in "deep, serious 
trouble." "But i! we love someone, 
we talk about, not hide, his faults ." 
She loves America not for its achieve-
ments, but for its potential. At this 
point she criticized American for-
eign aid procedures. American am-
bassadors can't unqerstand why they 
are spat upon by citizens of a na-
tion taking U.S. money. "Who tells 
you that money buys respect?" she 
exclaimed , to audience applause. 
Mrs . Chisholm moved into the 
major focus of her speech at this 
point: "But forget about the enemy 
outside the country and think about 
the enemy within, racism .... 
R-A-C-1-S-M- the bugaboo of Ameri-
ca. We've got to stop scapegoating. " 
Most tend to see racism as just an-
other problem, she maintained, so 
another committee or commission is 
set up-"we've got surveys , graphs, 
and charts of the problem." Now, 
she feels, if it is possible to do so, 
if "we are our brother's keeper, we 
must open up our hearts and show 
it in actions not in words." 
Blgotl Way Out 
"Why do we have Brotherhood 
Week 5 days a year . . . I've come 
to hate Brotherhood W~k. •' She feels 
that this week offers some of the 
"worst bigots . . . a chance to re-
lease their massive guilt feelings by 
being the chairman or vice-chainnan 
of these activities five days a year." 
She added that no other group in 
America would have been able to 
keep its sanity for so long under the 
same conditions. "And we have kept 
the faith" (chorus of Right On's 
from the audience) . She warned the 
audience: "So don't say 'What do 
you people want now?' . . . we're 
sick and tired of tokenism . . . and 
see-how-far-you-have - comism. We 
want our share of the American 
Dream now." 
Acceptances Rise Despite 
Decrease in Applications 
Mrs. Chisholm related some of her 
own personal experiences . After she 
was electeq_ to Congress she wanted 
to buy a particular home. She had 
the money, but told no one she was 
a Congresswoman. "But I couldn't 
get it because of this," she said , 
holding up her hand. So she sent 
three of her white friends to buy 
the house for her. The realtor in-
volved wanted to !mow why she 
hadn't said she was a Congress-
woman. "He's out of business now," 
she added. She stressed the fact that 
for 21 years she had been going to 
meetings "around all kinds of tables," 
telling people that '"the lid would 
come off the pot soon." " 'Let my 
people in a little.' " she said ten 
years ago, but no one paid any 
attention . And then 6 years ago after 
the start of racial riots , "we had 
hastily called meetings to discuss 
the "u rban cric;is." And during the 
riots , people said " 'Shirley, come 
out on the sound tru ck to help get 
your people under control. ' " She 
said no to these reques ts, because 
if she had gone, both she and the 
by Debby Lodge '13 
The rush season at the Board of 
Admissions is over , and the Class of 
1974 takes potential shape. This year , 
Wellesley accepted 840 out of 1,985 
applicants to fill about 475 fresh-
men places. 124 of these were ac-
cepted on the Ear ly Decision Plan . 
Last year , 808 were accepted out of 
2,312 applicants , of which 523 finally 
arriv ed as the Class of Jm . 
Fewer gill s, however , werti placed 
on the waiting lis t: 138 this year 
against '7:f's 262 (of which 94 are 
presently attending the College) . Mrs . 
George H. Ames. Director of Admis-
sions, explained the rationale behind 
the accep tance-wait ing-list r atio. "We 
reduced the size of the waiting list 
this year since we accep ted more in 
order to get the ones we particularly 
want ." 
»lnoritic11 Represented 
Out of the 840 accepted to the Class 
of 1974, !l6 represent various minori-
ties. 85 of these il1'e black; 11 are 
of American Indian, Mexican-Ameri-
can , or Pue rto Rican origin. In all, 
305 candidates were of minority back-
grounds. 
Although this represent s a slight 
clecrease from the 105 minority ac-
ceptances last year, there has been 
1•xtensive recruitment of minority 
groups recently. Three black stu-
dents spent last summer interesting 
high school seniors in the Upward 
Bound program, and Miss Carol Sills, 
minority recrui ter , and Miss Sandra 
Bonadi,f have taken recruiting tri ps 
to thr Southwest , South, and various 
fnnl'r City areas around the country . 
Flnanclal Aid Awarded 
Of tht> 719 applicants requesting 
financial aid , 221 scholarships have 
heen granted. This is a slight in-
crease over the 219 girls of the Class 
of 1973 who are receiving financial 
aid. 
This year , for the first time , finan. 
cial aid has been awarded to in-
coming transf er students . In all , 49 
transfer stu~ts were accepted out 
of the 137 who applied . About 20 
are eXl)f'cted to actually come next 
fall. 
Spread World-W1de 
Those accepted into the Class of 
1974 represent all part s of the U.S. 
and several foreign countries . Twenty ---------------
HARVARD PRODUCTIONS foreign - educated/foreign citizens 
were accepted from 128 applican ts , 
in addi tion to 20 Americans educated 
abroad/ U .$.-educated foreign citi-
zens who are potential Wellesley 
tr eshmen. 
New England claims Z7.5% of the 
acceptances, with 132 hailing from 
Mass. 30.5% are from the Middle 
Atlan tic stat es , 16.4% from the South, 
14.4% from the Central Regions, 
8.2% from the Pacific and Mountain 
are as, and 3.1% are classified as 
foreign. 
Acceptance ScaJe 
In a new, more democratic pro-
cedure , the Board of Admissions 
rated the candidates on a scale this 
year which enables them to tell how 
many of their first-choice accept-
ances will choose Wellesley. The 
Board is divided into regional teams 
of 4 members, with each candidate 
voted on by each member independ-
ently. 
And, as always, the prospective 
Clas.s of 1974 includes a sizeable 
number of links in the alumnae chain. 
192 applicants claim at least one 
Wellesley relativ e- 128 were fin-
ally accepted. 
Quality StDJ fflgb 
When asked about the relative 
qua lity of the Class of 1974 Mrs. 
Ames and Miss Bonadie expressed as-
surance that it was anything but low. 
As Miss Bonadie said, "Quality is 
not a standardized thing; we made 
(Continued on page 6) 
Seven Sisters' Adm1881ons 
The Leverett House Opera So-
ciety of Harvard University Is 
proud to announce Its production 
of the medi eval musical play, 
"The Play of Daniel" and Ben-
jamln Britten's modem parabl e, 
"Curlew River" to be performed 
jointly on the nights of April 24, 
26, 30, and May 1 and 2 In the 
Romanesque Ball of the BU9Ch-
Relsinger Museum, 29 Kirkland 
Street, Cambridge. Mass. 
Although separated In date of 
conception by seven centuries , 
the11e works form a remarkable 
unity when paired. "The Play of 
Daniel" ls a rende~ of the well-
known biblical story first per-
for-med ln the lSth century by a 
group of monks. "Curlew River" 
ts alNO a rellgious parable set ln 
medieval England and performed 
by monks, although Benjamin 
Britten and his librettist, WUBam 
Plomer have drawn their story 
and much of their dramatic Idiom 
from a .Japanese Noh-play which 
was the composer's original In-
spiration for the opera. Hence, In 
once evening the conventions and 
the modem adaptations of those 
convention!! are set, one against 
the other, In striking relief. All 
performances begin at 8: 30 at the 
Busch-Reisinger Museum. Tick-
ets are available at the Harvard 
Coop. 
Coll•o• l:;xp•et.d Tot• , Enrollment : 
Freshme11 Acc•pfwtnces Bleck Completed Appliwtfon1 Awards 
PlecH '69-'70 AcceJ)'tancH Applic:etions Asking A,d Granted 
'70-'71 '69-'70 '69 -'70 '69-'70 '69.'70 
l.mard 1950 46S '475 922 900 83 105 I S.55 1478 643 727 260 301 
Brvn Mewr 780 212 230 379 402 31 34 860 n1 . 324 368 110 115 
Mount Holyoke 1750 562 500 1087 985. 62 76 1787 1762 717 733 149 135 
Redcliffe 1245 330 320 380 432 51 ~4 2723 2548 · 1139 1310 123 133 
Smith 2500 713 615 1269 1128 81 113 2437 2378 758 738 228 245 
Vessar 1750 470 616 851 930 43 43 1130 1910· 539 750 221 200 
Wellesley 1750 523 475 4108 840 105 85 2312 1985 754 719 219 221 
Total, ' I 172~ 3278 3231 5610 5617 456 510· 12804 12992 4884 5345 1310 1350 
others would have been ldlled. 
Dictionary Mllltant 
She added that a lot of blacks are 
"beginning to turn off to the faith." 
"For 20 years I was a moderate, 
but now I'm a militant-look it up 
in Webster's dictionary (which says: 
combative, aggressively active, fight-
ing)-that I am." She maintained 
that the only reason she has "made 
it" is because she had the "guts 
and courage" to withstand what was 
placed upon her. "Whether you like 
me or not, I don't care, because I'm 
about serious busi~." 
But still she hoped that the young 
people of America would "take her 
in" because that is where her faith 
now lies. While she doesn't believe 
in the "wanton destruction of life, 
limb, and property" by students, she 
does feel that they have a greater 
commitment to social justice. "I say 
to you, help us, help us . . . take 
a stand . . . speak out your mind 
and look to almighty God and your 
conscience for approval" 
there's no telling what might happen . 
That's all I can say at this point ." 
While she does not believe in black 
separatism, she understands whY 
some might feel this is the answer. 
Inevitably she was asked If she "had 
any police information on the Black 
Panthers ." He answer: "I don't have 
any police information, but you al-
ways judge things by patterns of 
behavior . . . we have repression 
here . . . what we need is one law 
equally applicable to everybody , but 
we have a double standard . . . what 
about the Ku Klux Klan or the 
Minutemen in upstate New York . • • 
don't tell me about the Black Pan-
thers, the Pink Panthers . . . U 
someone breaks the law, the same 
law should apply to all. No, I don't 
have any police information." 
Questtona and A.mwen 
While her prepared speech said 
many things that her audience had 
heard before-but maybe never so 
powerfully-her answers to questions 
from the audience perhaps revealed 
more fully the strength of her con-
victions. She hopes to become a mem-
ber of the Education Committee in 
the next session of Congress and 
stated that she supports Howard 
Samuels in the New York guberna-
torial race. Asked to clarify her 
stand on revolution, she stated that 
"unless the government realizes that 
certain changes are necessary. 
She called Washington, D.C "a 
colony," with absolutely no repre-
sentation . If the city was predomin-
antly white, she added, it would have 
had representation long ago. She also 
derided a Congress that worked on 
bills to expand ABM, while no one 
can get clean air or clean water and 
children suffered from hunger and a 
lack of educational facilities . Nor 
did she have any kind words for the 
seniority system: the chainnen rap 
their gavels to call the meeting and 
immediat ely fall asleep. "But I don't 
belong to anybody; I can tell it like 
it is-others have to keep coming 
back to acquire their longetivity of 
service. I don't care whether I con-
tinue in the U.S. Coiigress . . . U I 
am expendable in the political pro-
cess, I don't mind because I love 
teaching the young. God bless you." 
Israeli Official To Discuss 
Current Mid.,East Situation 
Mr . Ehud Mouchly, Vice-Consul of 
Israel for Political and Economic 
Planning will addre ss the College 
Community next Wed., April 29, at 
7:30 p.m., in the Chapel. His lecture 
will deal with the current Middle 
East situation and how it is ~ecting 
Israel politically an d economically . 
A 1959 gradua te c,f the Reali SchOOl 
in Hai!a , Mr. Mouchly served in the 
Israel Defense .t'~or ces from 1959 to 
1962, where his last post was chief 
wireless ~tor of the Armored 
Corps. In the fall of 1962, Mr. Mouchly 
enrolled at the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem and simultaneously started 
working in the Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs in Jerusalem. 
Mr. M.ouchly was sent to the United 
Stat es in 1964 to serv e in the Com-
municati ons department at the Con-
sulate General of Israel in New York, 
and became chief of the departm,)nt 
in 1968. Continuing his academic 
studies, Mr. Mouchly received his 
B.A. and M.A. degrees in political 
science and Middle East studies re-
spectively from Columbia University, 
and is currently studying tor his 
Ph .D., doing research in the subJect 
of Arab Nationalism . He was ap, 
pointed to his present position in the 
fall of 1969. 
Ehud Mouchlv. Vic..CoMul of rs, .. , 
for Political and Economic Plenninq 
will speelc in the Ch11pel on Wed., 
April 29. 
photo bv Gordon Clarli: 
Liberal Canadian Theologian 
To Speak in Chapel Sunday 
by Maureen McCae 
Assistant, Edocatlonal s«vlces 
Fath er Arthur Gibson, billed as Can-
ada's leading liberal theologian, will 
speak in Houghton Memorial Olapel, 
Sun. April 24, at 11 a.m. Gibson has 
been named to the Vatican com-
mission to promote dialogue between 
Catholics and members of other re-
ligions. He is presently the chairman 
of the Saint Michael's College De-
partment of RA:!ligious Studies which 
is a member of the combined depart-
ments of the University of Toronto. 
Tile 8IJence of God 
In bis most recent book, 'flle 
8llence of God, Gibson bas made re-
markable contributiom to the ques-
tion of atheism . He calls this work 
an inner dialogue with modem athe-
isui "who can and do sincerely as-
sert that God's silence is the basis 
of their unbelief." The book offers a 
theoaesthetic and creative response 
to Ingmar Bergman, "that other 
hwnan being who exposed on mm 
his CNUI mner vision ... 
No "8plritaal Telephone'' 
In a moving and powerful slyle 
Gibson holds that, because we cannot 
communicate with God via a spiritual 
telephone, we cannot know for cer-
tain that there is someone on the 
other end until he amwers our call. 
This is the precise form Bergman's 
film series take : "an initial oppres-
sive uncertainty, an anguished doubt, 
and a strong hint of total meaning-
lessness which is as howfying as it 
is stimulating". 
As long as there is ~ncounter 
with God at the level of the senses , 
there will be no answer. And there 
will be no certain answer, says Gib-
son. as long as man remains free, or 
as k>\)g as man remains man. Aa 
Bergman says through Penona, It ia 
man who unposes the silence upon 
God, for "what initially seemed a 
silence indicative of total anterior ab-
sence of God from the realm of re-
ality emerges terminally as a silence 
wrought by man's deicidal hands 
throttling that God into definitive 
quiet." The modem atheist rejects 
God because he does not "see" hhn 
anywhere. . 
Man'• Oaalee 
Gibson. a convinced Quistian theist, 
does not accept this position. 'lbe bur-
den of responsibility rests with man 
(C.ootimled OD pace '7) 
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Wellesley Bowl Team Beats 
Strong Norfolk Prison Team 
by Amy Sabrin "72 scorers on liil annually given 300 
On the inside, it looked like the question exam can participate, and 
basement of Building 7 at MIT. The among these twelve, weekly practice 
greyish walls were adorned here and determines which five will compete 
there with bulletin boards and post- in the week end contests. In 196.5, 
ers. But you knew it wasn't a school three members were victorious on a 
because the doors, with the words Detroit radio quiz show, "Ask the 
"Hands Off" stenciled in bold black Professor," and in 1967, the entire 
letters, opened by themselves and club appeared in a feature on the 
then shut tightly behind you. The CBS Evening News. 
visit to Nodolk County Prison was Prisoners' Activities 
probably the first visit inside a penal Quick biographical sketches of the 
WELLESLEY NEWS Thursday, April 23, 1970 
institution for the fifty or so Wei- Quiz Team members reveal a wealth 
lesley students who attended the Col- of interests and a variety of activi-
lege Bowl match there last Saturday ties within the prison. Thomas Mc. 
night. Inerney and Authur Devlin, who 
niat you were inside a prison was were the stars of Saturday night's I 
~ forgotten, however. The prison- match, are both serving life sen. 
ers, dressed in dungarees, white tcnces. They are the co-authors of a 
shirts and black sweaters, sat on one book, Quf'stions from thf' Rockplle, 
side of a room that looked like your and both will soon publish poetry. 
high school auditorium back home. Nonnan Porter, <:pa.ch and master 
While waiting for the game to begin, of ceremonies, is serving two life 
the all-black Nodolk Colony Band $entences. He teaches a Time Maga-
"ntertained the audience with tunes zi!lE' class and is an officer in several 
like "Ode to Billy Joe" and "Sweet prison organizat ions, including the 
Georgia Brown.'' "Soon all lines Norfolk Debating Society. Richard 
dividing prisoners and students dis- Boyajian, soon to be paroled, is also 
appeared as both became spectators a member of the Debating Society 
at an exciting, fast-paced match be- which regularly meets West Point, 
tween Norfolk County Quiz Club and Oxford, and others. He has received 
Two-time winners, the Wellesley Colleqe Bowl Team has defeated the University of Wyominq and Middlal,ury 
Colleqe. They qo on to play Randolph Macon Women's Cclleqe in a live broadcast. They also defeated the Nor-
folk County 0,1i% Club. 
Diversity, Frustration Define 
Mood of April Moratorium 
the Wellesley College Bowl team. his high school diploma while at 
Money on Wellesley Norfolk, and has done work outside by Ellen McCarthy '72 repression, etc, etc, etc. So, we have racism, and woman's liberation. I 
'The bookies here have Wellesley "he prison. Guest Reporter reached this point, but where do we was reminded slightly of the woman 
by ten points," quipped Norman Por- Wellesley-Prison Friendship It is difficult to define a tone which go from here? in "Hair" who says, "Rember, kid, 
ter, the first inmate to coach the John Cul, who is serving ten to describes the April 15 moratorium, The contusion was ironically and I'm your friend," but then I was 
Quiz Club in its seven year history. twelve years for manslaughter, has so diverse were the elements which sadly evident on the podium. SDS moved by her words about the women 
The final tally showed Wellesley founded a Spray Painting school for comprised it. Perhaps that is a de- was chanting, "Let Fran speak," in mourning for the men in Vietnam. 
ahead by much more than that. the inmates so they will be able to finition in itself. There was no over- protest of the lack of SDS represen- Pc-ople were r eady for Abbie Hoff. 
However, the 236 to 186 score does he employed upon release. Robert whelming sense of brotherhood, no tation on the podium. Their protest man, but there was a shuffling on 
not indicate the closeness of the Trow is taking corresondence college surge toward the Common. Rather continued through several speakers, the podium and finally, the elusive 
match. At one point, Wellesley failed courses and also transcribes books !here was an overwhelming sense of including Congressman Shea, whose Fran was allowed to speak. She was 
to even attempt to answer some ten into Braille for the blind. He, like being somewhere and not !mowing tone was disturbingly that of a poli- going to tell us something "differ-
questions in a row, and had to come many of the Quiz Club Members, also where to go from there-static fros- tician, despi"te his anti-war, anti- ent." She held Shea and other liberals 
from behind to make the half-time records fo!· the blind. tration. draft words. The representative of up as part of the problem and ad-
score Wellesley 114, Norfolk ll1, a Wellesley students and their friends Part of the frustration was hear- the Panthers was less contused. He vocated joining with the workers. 
score which perhaps gives a clear who travelled to the prison were ing the same things over and over said, "Take up guns." He was ready. The efCect was no differen t. We are 
picture of the match. Following the treated to an exciting and pleasant again. It is not criticism of the Much of the crowd was not. The re- still confused as to the methods. 
~aine. the prisoners involved in the evening, especially when they social- speakers to say that they often spoke sponse was by no means immediate Rocking the Cradle 
match treated all the students to izcd with the prisoners following the in worn-out phrases. They spoke of agreement. People could see that The two members of the Chicago 7, 
coffee, cookies, and enlightening con- match. The Quiz Club expressed people worn thin with the oppression they had to declare themselves as Abbie Hoffman and John Froines, 
versation. warm regards for the Wellesley Col- of poverty, people worn raw with part of the solution, but "take up gathered up some of the attention 
Thom as Mclnerney (Captain, lege Bowl team and wished them luck racism, of a worn-out war, qt a worn- guns?"' Perhaps it is a question of that was lying on the grass . soaking 
Robert Trow, John Cul, Richard ir their next match against Randolph out earth. It seems that nothing but degree, i.e. degree of frustration. His up the ,;un. We were more willing 
Boyajian, and Arthur Devlin faced Macon Women's C'..ollege, to be tele- cliches and curses are left to de- frustration level had been reached. to list('n to words which were cling-
the Wellesley team of Ellen Bass, vised the first Sunday in May. scribe the situation. Stop the war , An 83-year old woman spoke in ing along the earth in action and ex-
Sandy Ferrari, Glenda Starr, Trudy stop racism, stop oppression, stop righteous indignation over the war, perience. Hoffman pointed to the 
Hanmer, and Lisalee Wells. However, ludicrous dispute over who should 
there are six other members of the I A u. Olj B i~ I speak, the ridiculousness of throwing 
Quiz Club, which is CO-Ordinated by 4 5 Va C ty t u a O a punch at a peace demonstration. 
Carlo Geromini, principal of the Nor- ..I_" ~ U • He said that th~ trouble with Boston, 
folk school, who also moderates and the cradle of hberty, was too many 
makes up many of the questions for universities, too many professors. He 
Quiz Cl~ ::;c~es. Harvard Rece,·ve Cha ..... 'geS o~ -'Con tern( nt rntt.~h:\:a;;~c ~:a~.~.?: 
The Qui~ Team ~:s a record of ten / • I 'J r Hancock wasn't a-insurance man-he 
wins and five losses this year, having was a revolutionary ." And the crowd 
beaten Harvard, M.I.T., Radcliffe, listened intently . But still, the fairly 
and Harvard Business School to name Ed. note-The following article Is this community that happens to be Please contribute to the defense strong response to his question, "Are 
a few. They have lost to Wellesley, r«'printed from the Mass Media, New York's second largest city. The fund. More important, please do what you going to rock the cradle," be-
B.U., Harvard Law, and Wesleyan, April 8, 1970. morning newspaper, which has long you can to raise money from your came faint when he continued, "Are 
whom they play again this Friday resented the cosmopolitanizing of an colleagues and to spread the word to you going to cradle a rock?" Are 
night We ask your help in raising funds old and comfortable college, has had other campuses in your vicinity. As we ready? 
Both the Wellesley audience and for the legal defense of forty-five of daily inflammatory articles, charging things now stand there will be at There were several other speakers, 
the team agree that the Quiz Club our colleagues who were arrested everything from communist conspira- least eight separate trials; it will cost but people were beginning to wonder 
match is much more exciting than Sunday, March 15, while peacefully cies to breach of contract among the a lot of money to win them all. We where they would go from there. A 
the College Bowl television show. The protesting the continued presence of faculty. Ambitious local and state think the issues affect university peo- group was assembling to march into 
Quiz Club was founded in 1963 by four hundred Buffalo policemen on r,oliticians are exploiting the conflict pie far beyond the boundaries of this Cambridge. The cast from "Hair" 
member Arthur Devlin, who was in- this campus. The University Admini- to further their own careers. The troubled campus. Make checks pay- sang and their message of "Let the 
spired by the 'IV show, but since stration had previously ignored an local community seems to regard the able to: Buffalo Faculty Defense Sunshine In" carried an implicit 
then he and Mr. Gerornini have overwhelming vote by the Faculty forty-five as malicious conspirators Fund. barb. They, the spokesmen of the 
changed to a "rapid-fire" format. Senate demanding the removal of of evil political intent, and it makes The following summary should give hope which our generation must 
Questions worth 1 to 5 points are those occupying forces. The forty-five of them a malevolent cynosure for all you an idea of the issues involved. maintain if we are going to go be-
continually asked, and are never in- faculty members, faced by the puni- the complex events involving stu- The present crisis arose on Febru- yond frustration, had been banned in 
teITupted with bonus questions. This tive and repressive attitude of the dents, faculty, administration, and ary 25, after window glass breakage Boston. Where do we turn? As they 
way, no team is awarded a large Administration during the eighteen police which preceded their peaceful set off a series of events which in- sang huge plastic bags were passed 
number of points at once, and each days of crisis preceding their arrest, action. duced the administration to bring out, and after an initial hesitancy, 
quiz averaves 200 to 300 questions, felt that only a demonstration that city police on campus. The con- everyone pitched in and cleaned up 
compared to the average twenty- was clearly non-violent. non-obstruc- Not since sixteen Harvard profes- sequences should have been predict- the piles of trash which had accumu-
five asked on a College Bowl show. live, and non-hostile could open ways sors were seized for protesting the able: our univC"rsity experienced the lated. People got down on their hands 
The hour-long match never gets bor- to re-establish communication with Spanish-American War have faculty kind of police violence which has and knees together and got dirty and 
ing. and responsiveness from an Admini- members engaging in such a peace- been common to police action on something was accomplished. A note 
Laughter, Applause stration that had for some time been able and honorable demonstration on C'ampuses across the country these ot hope. 
There was little partisanship on (}perating from secret command posts their own campus been arrested and last few years. The administration Even as we sang with the cast ot 
the part of the audience. They re- off the campus. jailed. We need money for their de- failed to aclmowledge that a serious "Hair," we thought, "Will there be 
acted with applause for either team The Administration's response took fense. The county prosecutor claims mistake resulti.'1g in many physical another moratorium next month?" Is 
when a difficult question was answer- approximately 30 minutes. It took he is going "all the way" with this injuries had been made; there fol- this enough? By no means! What 
ed. Wellesley students were continual- the form of an arrest. All forty-five and we have no doubt that he intends lowed a few days of sporadic pro- happened in Cambridge Wednesday 
ly amazed by the Norfolk team's were charged with to do just that. A conviction in this perty destruction as the tense campus night was one response to the after-
wealth of knowledge. The usual fact 1. Crimim1l contempt (up to one case would set an abominable pre- awaited an adequate and honest ad- noon insufficiency. But Cambridge in 
and literature questions were asked, year in prison and $1000 fine) cedent, one that would have immedi- ministrative response to the crisis. turn proved another insufficiency. 
as well as queries on current events, 2. Criminal trespass Cup to 3 ate repercussions across the country. The administration immediately se- However strong and righteous Olll" 
sports, movies, commercials, and pop. months in prison and a $500 fine) An aquittal would be a warning to cured an injunction against interfer- indignation, we are not together; we 
ular music. Although the prisoners 3. Civil contempt of the New York administrators that they had best at- ence with the "normal'' activities of are not together with each other. 
began the rpatch with serious, de- Supreme Court (up to 6 months and tend to their real constituencies, the the university. It refused to explain Many of us are not together within 
termined exressions, they too were a $250 fine) . faculty and students of their univer- its Part in the previous week's vio- ourselves. Until we are, we cannot 
laughing when as ked to identify a That such a show of concern should sities; it would be a warning to politi- lence and refused to meet the issues learn or profit from our mistakes . 
•}urte_:en-year-old song by "the Plat- be interpreted as contempt and that cians that faculty members and stu- that have been troubling this campus No longer deluded by the unfounded 
faculty members quietly meeting on dents are not simply sitting ducks for over a year: the status of ROTC, optimism of October, frustrated by 
-~ Quiz Club is an im- universit y premises should be regard- to be exploited in building a political the continued acceptance of DOD con- the disregard of November, and 
~<>rabers' lives <'cl I\S criminal trespassers reveals career. It would be a warning to tracts, criteria tor faculty promotion latent through the long winter, we 
.-.rjson how grim conditions here now are. both that they cannot deal contempt- and tenure, cumbersome university emerge. we can see the goals more 
The case is politically charged, for uously and summarily with honest governance, inaction on an experi- clearly. Let us hope we find the 
hrought out the old fears of nt'('c)s and questions. (Oondnued on pace •> means. 
----
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Boston Earth People: Part of the Same Old Breed 
by Betsy Bowman '71 
To bo alive, you've got to t1·f•I a 
generou!'I flow, 
and under a (..'Ontpetitiv11 SJstem that 
•· is impossible, really. 
The world is waiting for a great new 
mov<'ment of generosity, 
or for a great wavo of death. 
We must <'hange the i.-ystf'm, w1d 
make living tree to all men, 
or we must see men die, and then 
die ourselves. 
D. H. Lawrence, 1929 
This quote on a leaflet and a "wel-
come to the land" greeted those who 
took part in the Earth People's Fes-
tival rescheduled to last Sunday be-
hind Harvard 's Watson Rink. A two-
day festival which was originally 
scheduled for last Saturday and Sun-
day was cancellt•d after the April 15 lhering different from the usual Cam-
riots in Harvard Square. The fcsti- bridge Common spring concert. The 
val's sponsoi:s (including Harvard's same smell of pot drifted through the 
Phillips Brooks House) hope to have 
another two day festival within the air and probably the same people 
next two weeks. were there, but the organization was 
Many were obvi~\JSly fearful of the different. Along one wall, people had 
results of another mass gathering; s<'t up a free store (no one paid much 
there were plenty of police on hand attention to it); others were handing 
last Sund~ - m¥,lfling the gates of out free food - mostly asparagus and 
the Harvard athletic area, guarding melon. A large contingent worked on 
the parking lots at the B School. But homemade kites, which when com-
the mood of this crowd was different; pleted, covered the far end of the 
the eart h people ("EARTH PEO- sky. A guy with blond hair posed 
PLE'S COMMUNITY is just all of us stif{ly, squinting into the sun, while 
who want to join.") were after the a young artist sketched what he saw 
sunshine, the grass, the music and behind the pose. His giggles infected 
each other. the crowd. Farther down near the 
Different stage, two little girls who had already 
A couple of things made this ga. painted their hair red and blue, re-
i,11oto bv Richard Nuqent, Jr. 
Robert I:. G6m dnd E:dwdrd Y. Gulick received t1ndowed i,rofessorships. 
l(ilroy Arrives at Wellesley; 
· College Players Stage Drama 
h,• Cello Clark ,a 
"KUroy I~ coming!" in Camino Re'd.l 
This prophetic graffiti is scratched 
out ancl changed lo a jubilan1 "Kilroy 
is here!" hy TcnncsS<'{' Williams' 
archetype of tht· All-Amcrican Ht>l'O, 
on arriving at the Camino Real -
an isolatert Mexican 1own peopl"d by 
literary figur~ in Don (~wxotc·s <li!'-
turbing rlream. The play is to b~ r,rc-
i-entcd in Alumnae Hall :Jn April '.:4. 
25 and 26 ffriday. Saturciay an<) 
Sunday), at 8:00 p.m . 
TennP.ssce Williams ha.~ ~aid that 
('amino lkal , lhought h.r Clive 
Hames to be his best pla.v. was "no-
1hing more nor less lhan my con-
Ct'Ption of tht> time anci wor1,1 tlHt I 
live in. and its peop le arc mostly 
archMypcs of certain basic c1ttitudes 
and qualities wilh the,;e mutations 
that would occur if th t.>Y harl con-
tinued along the road to this hypo-
thetical terminal point on it ... " 
The Cast 
The cast, ahout thirty in all, 1s im-
pressively made up of s rudents froro 
Wellesley and cight othcr colleg<·~. 
The role ot Gutman is playPd hy Jon 
Patton, presently the T.V. director 
for the Boslon Opera Compan:i, fhe 
has also been invoved with the Stage 
I Drama Workshop and the ProvinCt'· 
town Playhouse ;, and the' author of 
"Sleeping Heauty", which i;; to be 
presented soon by Wellesley·~ Experi-
mental Theatre. John Crm:s, a Har-
vard grad and veteran .>f '' sundry 
obscene Christmas plays· · at Lowell 
House, as well as many product ions 
of the Wellesley College Theater. will 
play the legendary Kilroy. l~aren 
Dubinsky '72 plays the Gypsy wiU1 
all the reticence of P . 'r. Barnum, 
having appeared here !~st year in 
l\larat/Sade. The role of Esmerelda, 
the Gypsy's temptress daughter, is 
played by Celia Clark '73 whose ex-
perience includes, incongruously, the 
roll' of .Joan o( Arc in The Lark. 
Marana Brooks '72 is Mal-guerite 
Gautier ccamillel. Marana's experi-
<'nC'e includes work with the Welles-
ley College Theater in many produc-
' ion~·. includin~ ~latlanu• cle Sade•, Tht• 
Hostagf', and A ;\Ian's A Man (Wel-
lesley Thcatron>. as well as work in 
a multitude of plays produced at 
K<·nt. Rahson and thc Provincetown 
Playhousr-on the-Wharf. The role ..,f 
Casanova. "the greatest of lovers 
<'rowned with the longest horns," is 
playeci by J<'rank Corrado. Frank 
hails from Ohio Wesleyan University 
anci is to hc honored for his unfor-
gcttablc performance as a hecklet· ;n 
Tiu• Hostage. Don Quixote is played 
hy John Canney, actor by occupatior,, 
and Lord Byron by Richard Fitzpat 
rick of Northeastern University. 
( '<m.,.,11· lo Pathos 
Camino Real 'throbs with the ur-
BILLINGS 
As Billing" Colir~e Cent,•r prt'-
parl.'"I for oprninK w~ u·rt.> srarch· 
Ing for inf<'rPstt.>,i tudt·nt, to serve 
l'ilhrr on our Hoard of IJovemors 
or its f'0111111ittt.>eS. l\s the <·amp-
us rcnb>r, Billings will ,,., •111• fo-
(·al point of 1·o-eurricular activity. 
In addition to spon~orin~ programs 
and aetivitlei, in Billings thf' Gov-
erning Boarrl would .ilso detf'r• 
min .. regulations, opt•rating hours 
and i,pactt utilization. 
During our fin;t )·ear tht> board 
would nw<'t .1pprox.imafel_y f'Ver.,· 
two w1•eks. Committe"" ap110int-
f'<f h.v the board such as Commit -
11'11 X, a!'tivlti.-s planning commit-
tt>o and a housfl N>mmittf'o would 
nu-I'! imll'J}f'ndl'ntl~·. Ir .vou ar1• 
intert>slrd ht participating in flu• 
devclcpment of our college 1·.-ntn 
pleru.e contact Page Talbott at 235-
0134. 
gene..;' of trapped, lost and desperate 
people who live with the eertaint)' 
of an end at the hands of the hideous-
ly insensitive, giggli ng street clean· 
ers. The pageant flows from Vaude-
ville comedy lo pathos, Crom bur-
lcsquc to lyrk poetry, as smoothly, 
Williams intended, as "water in the 
mounlains. or clouds changing sh.lpc 
in a gale. or the continually dissolv-
ing and transforming images of a 
dream." Kilroy·s initially exub~rant 
(TY is lrnnsformed. al the end of the 
1;r~grcssion of blocks alon~ the 
Camino Rt>al, inlo the defiant chal-
l('nge of an animal at bay -
''COME ON, YOU SONS 01• 
BITCHES! KILROY TS HERE! 
HE'S READY!" 
Wellesley College Theatt•r's produc-
tion of Camino R<'ftl will be an amus-
ing, moving , in all case;; profoundly 
r!isturbing experience. Come, if you 
can dig it. 
Cl\lS SPRING CONCERT 
Th,• Chamb<'r Music Sodety will 
prcsf'nt its Spring Conccrt on Stm. 
April 26, 1970, at 8:00 p.m. in the 
,Jl.'wrtt Auditorium. The program 
consi!!fs of: J. n. Loeillet, Trio 
Sonata: l\far)' Helen Kryda, "72, 
flute. Louise Dolan '71, violin, 
Nanc~· Arneson '71, harpsichord, 
Jano SilvP. '72, cello; Ha:ydn, Scot• 
tish Songs: ,Julio Smith '71, sopra-
no, Wf'ndy Nierenberg '70, violin, 
Rf'bec<·11 Hansen '72, ce llo, Ma.res 
Hatziolos '73, harpsichord; Bee,. 
thoven, Sextet, Op. 71: Jan Mor-
i:-an '70 and IA•igh l\farrtner '72, 
darinrt , Stc·pht>n Kofol and Bruce 
Rummt'I, bassoon, Pf'ter Sipple 
and Stf'v1•11 Haflit•h, l<'rench horn; 
Stravin,..ky, .\lusic for Piano Duet : 
:\far)' Ann Polk '70 and Rebecca 
Gou ld '72, piano. The ColJege 
< cnimunity is Invited. 
spectively, wiped their brushes down 
the n!'arest face in the crowd and 
sprayed paint globules at blue jeans 
towering above them. Most ot those 
hit smiled and let the sun dry the 
paint; one nervous type scoured the 
crowd for a kleenex to remove a 
blue layer under his eyes. 
In between bands, various people 
got up to the loudspeaker and tried 
lo organize things. Somebody set up 
a tide station ("spare your car or 
don't use it" was an env:ironment 
plea). "Three people need a ride to 
Buffalo." "Can you go at midnight?" 
"No, well . . . " "I was arrested for 
lewd cohabitation . . . trial later this 
month . . . come , .. please come 
down to the LEWD table on the right 
and rap ... give bread." Everybody 
wanted bread - the earth people or-
ganizers I "GREEN ENERGY" l. 
some South Enrt group, olhcrs going 
around with a basket for something. 
Hotdog Stand 
Mosl pt.'Oplc were content to lie on 
the grass and listen to the music. 
Di11y John 's Hotdog Stand pleased 
lhe fans while I was there. Activism 
1ook a mmor form - a nucleus of 
spirited, jumping dancers up front 
spread out in alt directions, inviting 
others to join them. One guy was 
pleased when the most active female 
dancer in bell bottoms and fringed 
vest singled him out; when he was 
upstaged by someone else in overalls 
and bare arms, he stod for a moment, 
sizing up the rest oi the female 
crowd. Then he sat down. 
The turnover was rapid. Many 
people left, but were quickly replaced 
by Harvard clubbies out for a walk, 
,parents sightseeing, earth pleople 
from all over New England. Most of 
those departing lingered for a minute 
around a tightrope down by Watson 
Rink. They applauded one aerialist 
who made it half way across. Others 
seemed hungry, despite the aspara-
gus; a stray ice cream truck did 
brisk business for a profit. 
The mood was nice, the sun warm, 
the crowd peaceful, but the festival's 
relationship to ecology was a tenu-
ous one. Bags for garbage circulated 
through the crowd; a musical clean-
up was held .. t the end ot the day. 
But there was little evidence of what 
was billed as a major environmental 
efiort; recycling of containers that 
were to be painted and decorated. I 
guess lhere weren't too many con-
tainers. The atmosphere created was 
conducive to cleaning up the garbage 
even earth people generate; that pro-
bably saved Harvard some work, if 
nothing more . 
Chairs • • • 
((:Orl11•1ued from pag_!' 1) 
t,1bltsllL'd l,y the late Caroline Hauird. 
prcsident of Wellesley, 1899-1910. and 
upon Miss Bates' death in 1929 the 
professorship was endowed. It had 
ht>cn held Jlreviously by the late 
Laura Hibbard Loomis, Wellesley '05, 
;rnd Grac e E . Hawk, professor of 
English. emeritus. 
Thc third occupant of the Bates 
Chai1. Robert E. Garis has been a 
mcmhcr of the Wellesley fa culty 
since 1951. His special fields of in-
1 C'rcst are thc novel and drama in 
English litera ture . A gradual" of 
:'.1'uhlcnhcrg College, he receivrd his 
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Har-
vard Univcrsity where hc clso was a 
tcaching fellow for four vears. He has 
held four fellowships at Yaddo, a cen-
ter for creative artists and scholars 
in Saratoga Springs, New Yor~. His 
book on Dickens' novels, The rnckcns 
Theatre was published in 1965, as was 
his collection of autobiographical 
writings, Writing About Oneself. 
Consumption Exrwrt 
C'.aroyln S. Bell will hold the 
Katharine Com a n Professorship, 
r.amed for the first professor of eco-
nomics and sociology at Welles ley 
Collcgc. The fund for this chair ,w1s 
initialed in 1921 bv the Class of 1900 
in memory o[ Miss Coman who 
s e r v e d Wellesley for thirty-three 
years. Thc chair was occupied by the 
late Elizabeth Donnan from 1931 until 
1949. 
Mrs. Bell, who joined the faculty in 
1950, is a specialist in the economics 
of consumption and marketing, and 
cconomic accounting. She did her 
undergraduate work at Mount Hol-
yoke College and received her Ph.D. 
from the London School of Economics 
of the University of London. D\ll'ing 
Wol'ld War II she was an economist 
for the Social Science Research Coun-
cil at Harvard un;yersity and at the 
University of Puerto ruco. In 1963-64 
she held Ford Foundation grants for 
rC'searc h on economic education ·n 
the schools, and earlier (1960-61) held 
the Shirley Farr Fellowship from the 
American Association of University 
Women for r esearch on consumer in-
novation. She is a frequent lecturer 
in the area of consumer interests and 
marketing and in October, 1968, she 
cielivered the keynote address, "Com-
petition and Consumer Choice," at 
the annual meeting of the Association 
of National Advertisers. She is a ~on-
tribulor of numerous articles to eco-
nomic and business journals and is 
the author of the book Consumer 
Choice In the American Economy. 
Her latest book, The F...conomics of the 
Ght>tt-0 will be published this July. 
Interior Specialist 
Owen S. Stratton will hold the Ralph 
Emerson Professorship. The fund for 
this chair in history and goverrunent 
was established in 1921 by Emerson's 
five <laughters, all Wellesley alumnae, 
and their children. Emerson , a man-
ufacturer, inventor, western pioneer, 
and friend o! Abraham Lincoln, 
through his friendship with Welles-
ley's founder was an ardent supporter 
of the College. and his daughters, 
granddaughters aJl d great - grand-
daughters have carried on this tra-
dition. The chair was held previously 
by Edward Ely Curtis and M. Mar-
garet Ball. 
Owen Stratton, the third occupant 
of the Emerson Chair, joined the fa:;;c:--'. ~--~ 
ully in 1958 and is a specialist in the 
field of politics and public adminis-
tration. He received the 8.A . degree 
in history at Reed College and the 
M.A. and Ph .D. degrees in political 
science from Stanford University. He 
has served the U S. Government as 
a member of the Resources Program 
Staff of the U. ·s Department of the 
Interior , and !or two years (1963-6.5) 
was a repr ese ntative ot the Secretary 
of the Interior on the Agriculture In-
terior North Cascades Study Team 
and co-author of its report. He has 
also servr'Cl as a consultant on the 
Federal Water Resources Council. 
Mr. Stratton, whose writings have ap, 
peared in the New York Times !\lag• 
azine, the New Republic and ofher 
publications, recently completed a 
study and report on Federal public 
land management organization for 
the U. S. Public Land Law Revie" 
Commission. Other cUITent research 
includes a study of political activities 
of the conservationist movement. 
Gulick Named in History 
The Elisabeth Hodder Professor-
ship of History, which will be held by 
Edward V. Gulick honors the late 
Mrs. William C. Hodder who taught 
history. from 1905-1942 at Wellesley. 
She was an honorary member of the 
Class of 1915 which further honored 
her by establishing a professorship 
in that name and which she held 
from 1931-1942. From 1955 \Dltil his 
death in 1970, the chair was occupied 
by the late Henry F S~hwarz. 
Mr. Gulick has been a member of 
Wellesley's faculty since 1947, and is 
a specialist m Uie <.iplomatic history 
of Europe. He holds the B.A., M.A. 
and Ph.D. degrees from Yale Uni-
versity. Prior to undertaking grad-
uate work he taught at Yali union 
Middle School in Changsha, Hunan, 
China. Currently he is completing a 
biography of Dr. Peter Parker tl»>t-
1888) a pioneer of medical missions 
in China. Mr. Gulick is the :tuthot of 
Europe's Classical Balance of Power, 
which won the Carnegie Endowment 
Award of the American Historical 
Association. During a sabliaticaJ 
leave in 1970-71 he will be engaged in 
research for a book on histC\rical per-
spectives on contemporary state-
craft in European diplomacy. 
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mental college program, the ques-
tion of open admissions. On Monday, 
March 2, the day after an inflam-
matory TV speech to the Buffalo 
community by Acting President Peter 
Regan, the students called a strike. 
As the week wore on the strike 
appeared to be faltering, and there 
were clear signs of an impending 
settlement. Strikers' picket Jines had 
for a time blocked access to the ad-
ministration building, but a faculty-
student peace-keeping force managed 
to preserve the peaceful character 
of the strike. At this point, the ad-
ministration summarily suspended 
twenty students, some of whom had 
.no visible connection with the events 
o~ the preceding week. This suspen-
sion took place with not even a 
semb lance' of due process, nor was 
there even an indication of the speci-
fic charges against those suspended. 
This irrational (and. as it turned out, 
illegal) action by the administration 
undermined negotiations in process. 
and gave renewed impetus to the 
strike. 
Once again-Friday and Saturday-
things seemed to be quieting down. 
On Sunday morning, March 8, the 
acting president brought 400 city 
policemen to the quiet campus as a 
"preventive measure." The stunned 
university community assembled on 
campus for a peaceful march to pro-
test the police occupation. More than 
four thousand persons participated. 
,one SDS lcactcr commented, "Wow, 
your president's something else. We 
never could have turned out four 
thousand people on a Sunday after-
noon!") 
That same day an interim fact-
finding commission, recognized and 
supported by the administration, re-
leased its report on the events of 
February 25. That report stated that 
the administration, by its own acts 
of commission and omission, carried 
a heavy burden of responsibility for 
the tension and sporadic violence 
which disrupted our campus between 
February 25 and March 8. The ad-
ministration ignored the report. 
The strike now enjoyed widespread 
support; the police presence acted 
!1S a constant incentive to confronta-
tion tactics. Peace was somehow 
preserved on campus for some days. 
On Wednesday, March 11, there was 
a special meeting of the Faculty 
Senate called to discuss the situation. 
At this meeting, for the first time 
since the conflict began, the acting 
president addressed the university 
community. He announced that he 
was planning a "phased withdrawal" 
of the police forces, and that the 
withdrawal would take place accord -
ing to a "secret timetable." The fac-
ulty, in an overwhelming vote, de-
manded the immediate withdrawal of 
all police forces. The administration 
never aclmowledged this vote, and 
the police remained on campus. 
Once again, the results were pre-
dictable: On Thursday, March 12, 
there was a violent confrontation be-
tween students and police, resulting-
The Mom and Dad Pad 
When the folks come to visit, set them up in style ot the Boston 
Morriott. They'll overlook the Chorles River ... ond we'll overlook 
nothing to moke them feel wonted. The food's great . . there's 
always something doing ... and Newton's practically on campus. 
Make your reservations now. 
-
~u~Z'k-~.Morriott MOTO~ HOT~ L 
Commonwealth Ave. at Rt. 128 and Massachusetts Turnpike 
Newton, Moss., Phone 16171 969-1000 
Job Open 
TWA CAM~US REP 
salary and travel benefits 
apply Career Services Office Mrs. McLaurin 
applications due Wed., April 28, 12:00 noon 
interviews held Thursday, April 29 
questions ?-call Martha. Morrison 235-8292 
M.I.T.-Wellesley BOAC flight 
Boston-London-Boston 
June 16-August 27 
- ~.a.ce still available 
:~ttez, 237-9631 
A ........ . 
WELLESL~Y NEWS 
as had the confrontation two weeks 
before-in many injuries to demon-
strators, poli<;,_e, innocent bystanders 
and members of the press. 
The administration still refused to 
respond to either the university's 
£ense of outrage or the issues raised 
by the strikers. An atmosphere of 
distrust and open repression prevail-
ed as faculty and students alike found 
it impossible to reach the acting 
president, who has largely withdrawn 
from campus, for an adequate re-
sponse. 
This was the sequence of actions 
that led a group of forty-five faculty 
members to enter a vacant office 
in the administration building on a 
Sunday afternoon. They hoped to ex-
press their convictions that the time 
had come for open discussion, that 
the campus required a direct re-
sponse from the administration con-
cerning the pressing issues still fac,.. 
ing us, that they no longer would 
allow the acting president to disre-
gard the needs of the campus while 
he played to the inflamed instincts of 
the sun-ounding community. Within 
less than an hour they had all been 
arrested. And, of course, they never 
saw or spoke with the acting presi-
dent. 
Acceptances ••• 
(Continued from page S) 
more of an effort to look at the 
llerson this time." In fact , so many 
applicants were highly rated that sev-
eral cuts had to be made before 
settling on the final 840. 
The drop in the number of appli-
cations for admission to the Class of 
1974 seems characteristic of the 
Seven Sister schools this year. Only 
Vassar, recently gone co-ed, and 
Bryn Mawr reported increases. Rad-
cliffe was among those registerlng a 
substantial decrease in applications, 
with Wellesley leading the field. 
This surprised no one, however, 
\\'ith the popularity of coeducational 
l'Olleges on the rise. It is for this 
reason, and the duplication of ac-
ceptances, that the Seven Sister 
schools accepted a total of 5,717 stu-
dents for 3.321 places in the Class of 
1974. 
SLATlm APPLICATIONS 
,Juniors are rl'minde1l that appll• 
1·ations for the Slater !ilummer pr<r 
gram aro still avn.llablc in Mrs. 
Cha1>lln's office. The dPaullne for 
applications Is TOMORROW, 
FUN FAIR 
Do you have any White El& 
phants'.' Thi' International Student 
Association needs them for their 
FUN FAIR on May 2nd. Any sal& 
abll' item~ are fair game for the 
gift tabk>. If you have anything, 
evPn an old plant, send it along, it 
will help us to help the foreign 
students living in the Boston area. 
Tho C,enter is located at SS Garden 
Street in Cambridge. There will be 
someone there every day from 10 
a.m. to IO p.m. If you have any 
questlo!ls please call 8&1-1600. 
NEEd~AM ~ * * * 
444-6060 CiNEMA 
Steve McQueen 
in "The Reivers" 
Will Be Shown Nightly 
at 7:00 & 9:00 P.M. 
Sunday at 2:00-Apr. 22-28 
NEXT ATTRACTION 







Only 5 Mins. from 
College to Cinema 
Thursday, April 23, 19?0 
mind expansions 
CHICAGO - (CPS) - "Major incidents" of campus protest have occured 
at the rate of one a day during the first quarter of 1970, according to the 
Urban Research Corporation. Although some consider this academic year 
more calm than last, the statistics show that 92 campuses experienced 
major unrest this winter compared to 88 during the same period last year. 
The protests were not "gjgnificantly less v.iolent" than last year nor did 
they draw fewer participants, according to John Naisbitt, president of 
Urban Research. He said violence occured in 23 per cent of this year's 
winter protests and 20 per cent of last year's. 
TOKYO, JAPA..~-(OPS} - One of the nine radical students aboard the 
now famous hijacked Japan Airlines' Boeing 727 originally demanded con-
trol of the plane as it flew over Mt. Fuji. The Japanese students are a pa.rt 
o! the "Sekigun," the most radical of forty sects that make up the rev~ 
lutionary New Left. The hijacking was surprising for several reasons. The 
entire New Left in Japan has been suffering from a morale problem. It was 
roundly defeated in two confrontations with riot police last fall and the 
national election in December returned the conservative party with an even 
larg er house majority. Lt should be noted that the large central core factions 
of the student New Left place some blame on the Sekigun (Red Army) sect 
for the defeats. There has been little cooperation between the different 
revolutionary groups and interfaotion fighting has been noticeable all year. 
The hijacking has been denounced by all parties, including the Communist 
and Socialist Parties. 
DENVER - (CPS) - In what may come to be a death blow to the two 
party system and the crippler of the Democratic Party, nearly 3,500 chica-
nos, Puerto Ricans and Latinos called for the eventual formation of La 
Raza Unida here March 28. The call for the brown nationalist party came 
during the National Chicano Youth Liberution Conference of Atzlan, which 
lasted five days. Although the party now exists only in the form of a call 
for a specific national party, it is being created out of local and state work 
in organuiing and elections. The chicano movement is basing itself on the 
concept of Atzlan, the Chicano nation, the Southwest. The movement is an 
expression of history; the intermingling of Mexican, Spanish and Indian 
peoples. Yet, the movement is finding roots in the Puerto Rican and Domi-
nican areas of the urban cast. Together, there are 22 million brown people 
in America: chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Latin and Dominican. Unlike 
black people. many chicanos relate a revolution of brown people in this 
century to heroes like Zapata and Villa. The unity of consciousness is fur. 
ther solidified by the land question, something which is becoming increas-
ingly important. The land question is simple: chicanos, tracing their Mexi-
can, Spanish and Indian heritage, can cite the usurpation by the American 
government of masses of land in the southwest once owned by them. The 
"question" is how to get it back. 
NEW HAVEN - Not long ago a small group of Yale women occupied 
a men's lavatory outside the library of the Yale Divinity School, because 
they disliked having to climb three flights of stairs to the nearest ladies' 
room. A compromise was proposed by the Rev. Colin William, Dean of the 
Divinity School as he called for "common use" of the facilities by men and 
women. The women occupying the captured territory said that they planned 
to decorate "superfluous bathroom equipment" with flowers. 
WORCESTER, !\IASS. - (CPS) - Country Joe McDonald has been 
convicted of being a "lewd, lascivious, and wanton person in speech and 
behavior" by a local court here. He was fined $500. The action in question 
occured during a concert last year given by Country Joe and the Fish. As 
they usually do before one o! their numbers, the Fish led the crowd in a 
spell -out of th~ word "F***." Although numerous concert attendees testi-
fied they weren't offended and hadn't had their prurient interest aroused, 
the court was unimpressed. During the trial, a female spectator was in-
formed she couldn't wear pants in the courtroom. So she went to the rest-
room, took them off, and reappeared with her coat covering nothing but 
panties from the waist down. That time the marshals let her in. McDonald 
is appealing the sentence. .. 
D~C. Police Crack Down, 
Move i-o Curb Kite Menace 
by Susan Bausen ''7S 
It's very lovely in Washington, 
D.C. right now - spring is amazing 
there. Cherry blossoms, blue .skies, 
mellow air . . . the greenly-perfect 
interlude before a muggy, mosquito-
ridden summer. Wonderful weather 
for balloons and flower-picking and 
music and merry-go-rounds. Wonder-
ful weather for a kit~ at the Wash-
ington Monument Nothing better in 
life than a bottle of wine, people you 
love and kites - just being, seeing, 
laughing. 
But there's one catch - it's illegal. 
Since 1892, an act of Congress has 
made kite-flying illegal in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. The arguments for 
the "why" behind it all are fuzzy. 
Who to Arrest, 
It seems highly unlikely that a 
simple kite could interfere. with the 
landing pattern of jets going into Na 
tional Airport. In most of the likely 
places for flying kites - like the 
Washington Monument Grounds -
there are no high-tension lines which 
the !cites could strike. The entire law 
seems more like a great excuse to 
keep Washington policemen busy. 
And so last Sunday, four people 
were arrested f.or kite-flying on the 
Washington Monument grounds -
another in the group was blackjacked 
and arrested for drinking wine in 
public. The only kite-flyers who es-
caped, as the police raced in on their 
motorscooters and horses, were those 
who tied their kites to stakes - leav-
ing the officers with several illegally 
flying kites but nobody to arrest. 
Charges also specified that mem-
bers of the group - who chanted 
"kite--0n" and "the skies belong to 
the people" as they were led away -
had engaged in an "illegal assemb. 
ly." Whether this "illegal assembly" 
now qualifies as e1 conspiracy at-
tempting to fly kites on federal pro-
perty is debatable. Only one thing is 
certain - that there are now four 
people wandering the streets of Wash-
ington, D.C.1 charged with the dubi-
ous sin of fly;ing a kite and drinking 
wine on a lovely spring day. 
Foreign Students 
Offer New Booklet 
by Kathleen lk><'keN "73 
Foreign students applying to Wel-
lesley College will, for the first time, 
be able to consult a booklet especially 
written to answer their particular 
questions about life at an American 
College. The booklet, "Introducing 
Wellesley College to Students from 
Other Countries". was written by the 
Foreign Student Organization, under 
the direction of Meera Coelho and 
Mary Miao, both of the class of l!m. 
In talking with other foreign students. 
Meera and Mary realized that they 
really had not known what to expect 
upon entering college in the United 
States. They felt that additional in-
formation about aspects of college 
life that American students take for 
granted was needed for foreign ap. 
plicants. The booklet attempts to en-
lighten foreign students about these 
areas. 
Vegetarian Diets 
One of the more detailed sections 
in the booklet Is on climate and 
clothing . Those students "who have 
never seen winter" are advised to 
purchase a heavy raincoat, lined 
boots, and a raincoat. The section 
(Oonttnued on pace 'J) 
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'Groupie' Sexploits Rock Set 
by Candy Fowler '71 copies of current paperbacks , usually 
Groupie, by Johnny Byrne and political or academic in nature . One 
Jermy Fabian. Bantam Book, 1970 such littl e gift was Groupie, which 
A newspaper office gets all kinds styl es itself a "sex-rock odyssey" 
• ot bizarre mail, including review (political? academic?). Groupie was 
Stryk to Discuss Zen Poetry; 
Poet to Speak in Pope Room 
Zen Buddhist poetry will be the su~ 
ject of a lecture to be given at Wel-
lesley College on Thurs., April 28, by 
the poet Lucien Stryk. Mr. Stryk will 
speak at 4: 15 in the Pope Room. 
Mr. Stryk studied at Indiana Uni-
versity, the University of Iowa, Lon-
don University, and the Sorbonne . He 
has lectured at various writers' con-
ferences and has been a visiting lec-
turer in Japan. Presently he teaches 
poetry, creative writing, and Oriental 
literature at Northern Illinois Univer-
sity in DeKalb, Illinois. 
Mr. Stryk's poems, translations, 
and essays have appeared in numer-
ous periodicals and anthologies . He 
has read selections from his works 
throughout the country and in Eng-
land. 
Mr. ~tryk has been the recipient of 
a Ford Foundation Faculty Fellow-
ship, University of Chicago, and a 
Fulbright Lectureship in Iran . In ad-
dition he has been awarded a num-
ber of other prizes and grants. 
Among Mr. Stryk's books are Tap-
root, The Trespasser, and The Pit 
and Other Poems. 
Mr. Stryk's lecture is being co-
sponsored by the departments of Eng-
lish and of religion and biblical stu-
dies at Wellesley. 
Mr. Lucien Stryk will speak on 
Buddhist poetry here 9n April 28. 
Canadian Priest • • • 
(Continued trom page 3) transformed in love by the creative 
and especially in his FREEDOM , his respons e of man. "This transforma. 
choice, not with God. " God is silent tion is possible, however, only if man 
not because he is not , but because he links hims elf to the ultimate power 
is God, the supr en1e lover of freedom source ; failing this, man can only 
and thus the supr eme silent victim stumble forward in the shame of his 
of man's misuse of freedom. "Man disordered state to the hour not of 
must somehow maintain the balance tr ansfigurat ion but of the wotl." 
in communication , a b a 1 a n c e be-
tween God's omnipot ence and the con-
fines of mortal man . The future is in 
the man ·s hands so that it can be 
l!liO GIUOl'A1 '10~ SPEAKERS 
The speakers at this year's com-
mem•t>ment exerd!.es and bae ca-
l;mrratt, Sl'rvi1•e have hl't>n an-
nounecd. :\Ir. Gl'orge \\aid, pro-
fessor ut Harvard l niversit~·. will 
gi,r tho graduation addrcs\. Thi' 
Rev. William Sloane Coffin, 
Chaplain ol Yal1• Uniwrsit~ ·. will 
speak at tho bacl'alaurt>ate ser-
vice. 
Fogg Exhibit 
On Fri., April 24, an l'xhibition 
of student paintings, drawings, 
prints and seulphm• will open at 
the Fogg l\Iuseum of Art. Approxi-
mat<'ly 60 works have b(>l'n scleet-
cd for the exhibition whieh Is 
lntendl'd to give students at Har• 
vard and Radcliffe a chancl' they 
would not have ordinarily to ex-
hibit their work. 
There is no dl'partmcnt of studio 
arts at Harvard, uor any place 
where students may exhibit re-
gularly. Oftm galll'ries are closed 
to students not affiliatecl with an 
aecrcdited art sl'hool. This ex.hibi· 
tion provides the first opportunity 
for the 'itudents and lhe eommuni-
ty to learn about Harvard - Rad-
l'llffe student art. It should a !so 
give encouragement and incentive 
to students. 
Skip C1\\wln, Suzie Forster, 
David Leeds, Steve Romc;vn, and 
Peter Sutton, ull ~phomore con-
centrators in Fine Arts, organized 
the exhibition and selected the 
work with tho help of Mr . Cary 
Welch, a curator of the Fogg . The 
exhihltlnn will continut:- through 
April SO. 
For additional information 
pleafl!' call Skip Cawein at 863-
4889, Suzie For!>tl'r at 868-5670, 
David Let>ds at 547-5134, or Steve 
Romeyn and Peter Sutton at 354-
1905, 
In an att empt to theologize the de-
velopment in America of confronta-
tion politics vs. establishment politics, 
Gibson int ends to rev eal to his Wel-
lesley list eners the key to the out-
come . His sermon e,1titled "The 
P eace and the Sword of Christ " will 
try to show the des ired balance be-
tween the militant and pacifist Chris -
tian. This balance is not a little bit 
of militan cy or a little bit of pacifism 
according to Gibson, but an integra-
1 ion of the whole approaches of both . 
The key to this balance wilJ be dis-
closed in Gibson 's sermon. 
~E\V COl\11\fISSION ME:\IBER 
Thi> Hoarcl of Trustees, at their 
met>ting last wt>ek, voted that a 
hlark memlwr oo added to the 
Wellrslr~ · College Commission. 
Tlw Trustl•rs also eleded new of-
lil't>r~. Their new Chairman is Mr. 
"'°ehon Darling, \\ho has for soml' 
time b(>e-JJ Chairman of the Struc-
tural Revision Committee. New 
Vkc-Chairman is l\lrs. i\forS('I 
Johnson. i\lr. ,John Spring and :\Ir. 
J{rnneth Saff', Jr., c·ontinue as 
Trensurn and Assi8tant Treasur· 
"'· 
CRAI<lVIU.E TOPICS 
Th<'I schl'<lUlf' for this weekend's 
Craigville Conlerl'nee will include 
work,-hops nnd discussions on thf' 
following topics: the funl'tion of 
Sl'nate, m<'n on rampus, counsel-
ing, commitment or the College to 
women , tht'l Walrus Report (aca-
demic issue,), <'ommunlty uses or 
Billings, and <'Ommunity living. 
Group-. Fending a representative 
and indh ·iduals who know 1>eople 
planning to attend may wi.,h to 
di<;<"uss their views on these issues 
with their reprrscntatives. 
'70 CLASS MEETING 
There will be a r('(JUired class 
meeting for seniors on Thursday, 
April 23 in 112 Pendleton at 4: 15 
p.m. 
ostensibly sent to us as a socio-cul· 
tural view of youth and their new 
rock-based society, something in 
which our readership would ostensi~ I 
ly show an interest. The book does j 
have an opportunity to provide exact-
ly that, but the authors have not I 
let that opportunity interfere with 
their dedication to a higher artistic 
goal-the production of hard-core 
pornography with little or no "re-
deeming social or aesthetic value ." 
In other words , this is your basic 
Friday-night-in-the - dorm reading 
matter. 
But I am being unfair . Here, after 
all , is the touC'hing, romantic story 
of a naive, unspoiled young girl who 
has we! I over ten sexual partners 
<ranging from a couple of lovers to 
a total stranger to whom she is apply-
ing for a job, and including one 
girl for spice) during the course of 
the book, and God knows how many 
before and after. This nubile wench 
has two main goals: to get a good 
job and lo be a really high-class 
groupie. Both of thes e , basically, she 
achieves, which says something about 
the optimistic viewpoint not being 
dead in literature (but what?) . 
Impressive Sl)·te 
Groupie is written in an impres-
sively erudite style , as one might 
expect in such a work of major signi-
ficance'. The girl , Katie, narrates, 
and sh e is highly articulate and o~ 
servant, for example: "He was 
floundering about on the mattress. 
straightening corners, and throwing 
bits of rubbish out of the window. 
I couldn't believe this guy. He was 
so unfriendly that he intrigued me. 
But I didn't dig him at all. He hadn't 
even asked my name. and it W:iS 
really like he didn't care about letting 
you know he didn't care. I noticed he 
had a broken front tooth ." Now that 
is highly expressive writing (needJ('Ss 
to say . this jerk is the one she ends 
up liking best, an important ironic 
twist) . 
Such key observations, interspers-
rd with what may be 111<' flatte st 
highly graphic descriptions of sexual 
exploits ever writt en, go on and on, 
and on, and on . .. for 220 glorious 
pages . One can only conclud e th at 
if this 1s really a pictur e of the 
amor al. sex-rock ori ented "new gen-
eration ,'' they must he pretty bored . 
'was. 
Foreign Students .. 
(Continued from page 6) 
about dormitory residence and meals 
describes the difficulty that certain 
foreign stud ents might have in o~ 
,serving a vegetarian diet . Some 
American customs are also detailed 
for the student . They are told, for 
instance , that "it is common custom 
here to go_ out alone with a man ." 
The booklet is available at the ad-
missions office and has been sent to 
all the foreign students who !'lave 
been accepted to enter Wellesley next 
year. It was hoped that the booklet 
would have been available earlier in 
the year for all foreign students at>-
p!ying to the College, but delays in 
publishing prev ented the booklet from 
being ready in time. Meera and Mary 
feel that the booklet is a bit obsolete 
already , however, and plan ft> revise 
it to include information about 24-
hour parietals and the 'I\velve College 
Exchange Program. 
S.O. El.ECTJONS 
Anyom, Interested In running for 
the office of S.O. President should 
contaC't Judy Scott ln Beebe by 
Monday. 
SOPHOMORE SENATE REPS 
Please call Louisa Kasdon in 
Beebe concerning the election of 
junior l'iass officers, a ebalrman 
of Junior Show and two rourt reps. 
Elertlons \\ill begin next week. 
;-autoo1'u\ leuropAi · 11 
I de~ =1 STUDENT/FACUL TV GRANT Program j Special rates in European overseas travel ~ for purchase, lease, & rental of cars. For , Ill \ 
details and brochure write: University ai ~~ j 
ant Dept., Auto Europe, 1270 Second ~ :g : 
enue, New York, New York 10021. z 4: 
----
POPOVER'S 
I 3 Central St. 
Toi:e a l>reai 
lrom dorm lood. 
A lrieMl/y place 
lo, a aeol or snad 
Wellesley Florist 
Flowers for I 
All Occasions 
.0 CENTRAL STREET 
OOIOIUNll'I' 
nAYIIOVD 
Wellmlq 111111 ZU .,, 
NOW! End, TUES., April 28 
i~JW,.f 
~Y_ti~\Jl:-
@J fW.AV151uN T[CHN,COLO• o, ~ 
NEXT: (Apr . 29 ) 
"Th e Rei ven' ( M J 
with Steve M cQue en 
AppPtm:M .... Ue !H-.-. 









Reach out. expand your world of prnple 
and ideas al the University of Pennsyl· 
van,a Summer Sessions. O·,er 290 
courses. from A rchaeology to Zoology, 
offe r credit towa rd an untJergr<1duate, 
graduate or professio nal degree. 
For comp lete informat ion, mail thi s 
coupon today. 
~ First Sessio n: May 18 to June 26. 
o Second Session: June 29 to Aug. 7 . 
:i New! Four special courses in 
music at Teton Village, Wyoming. 
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start at $120 
Icelandic has the greatest 
travel bargain ever for stu-
dents . .. our brand new 
$120· one-way fare to 
Luxembourg in the heart of 
Europe. If you're travelling 
to or from your studies at a 
fully accredited college or 
university, and are 31 years 
old or under, you qualify for 
this outstanding rate. It's 
an individual fare, not a 
charter or group; you fly 
whenever you want, and 
can stay up to a year. Inter• 
ested? Qualified? Also, if 
you are thinking of Europe 
but not for study, we've got 
the lowest air fares. Call 
your travel agent or write 
for Student Fare Folder CN. 
Icelandic Airlines, 630 Fifth 
Ave. (Rockefeller Center) 
New York, N.Y.10020. 








of any scheduled airline. 
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Wellesley Salaries Rank High 
Wellesley's faculty salaries rank professors, first by a substantial mar-
among the highest in the Seven Col- gin for assistant professors, and third 
lege Conference, Miss Adams an- for instructors. This lower ranking for 
nounced in an .A:pril letter to faculty instructors stems from the fact that 
members. One of the schools in the they have not in the past been in-
Conference sent the Coll~e contiden- cluctcd in the College·s pension plan. 
tial data on faculty salaries, compen . Miss Adams stated in the letter her 
sation and fringe benefits for 1969-70 intention to recommend to the Trus -
at all of the Conference colleges ex- tees that instructors be included in 
cept Radcliffe. the pension plan after one year of 
According to the statistics, Welles- service in the future. 
ley ranks first among the six in terms Great Progress 
of average faculty salaries and aver. When compared with figures from 
age compensation. When further divi- 1966-67 the statistics show f great 
ded into average compensation for improvement in Wellesley's ranking. 
individual faculty ranks, the data At that time Wellesley ranked fifth 
show that Wellesley ranks second by out of six in both average salaries 
a very small margin in compensation and average compensations. 
for full professors and for associate. Miss Adams also announced in the 
letter that the AAUP is changing the I 
format of its annual compensation 
survey, in which schools will be rated I 
in separate categories. Wellesley will 
be rated with schools in Category II, 
which consists of liberal arts colleges 
and institutions granting the B.A. de-
gree and any number of higher de-
grees beneath a specified number of 
Ph.D's: which marks universities in 
Category I. The preliminary statis -
tics suggest that Wellesley will re-
ceive the top of nine possible rank-
ings for average compensation of 
full, a."'Sociate and assistant profes-
sors, and in the third rank !or instruc-
tors, again because of past pension 
policies. 
more feedback • • • 
Mission: Nef{lected 
To the editor: 
Before I leave Wellesley, I should 
like to point to something which I 
find very wrong here. 
Wellesley College seems to feel that 
it has a spc>cial mission toward th<' 
education of women. It is now widely 
recognized that American society is 
structured against the assimilation of 
wonien into the roles they n,ight like 
to adopt. This !'ituation has serious 
implications for Wt'lll'sley Collcgt' for 
it means that, in many cases, the 
attempt hy \VC'llesky's graduates to 
use their edu<'alion is abortive. And 
yet, I have seen on the part of this 
institution no movement toward rec-
fifving this situation. I do not mean 
that Ruth Adams must join Women's 
Liberation. But. certainly, the College 
could, for instance. seek to obtain 
the appointment of women to public 
posts at the local, state, and federal 
lC'vels. Cenain!y, tht- Colleg<' might 
offer in nomination , when such posi-
tions arc known to be available an<'! 
when the nam<'s of qualified women 
... , actively being sought. the namf.'s 
of its qualifif'<l gra <'luates an<'I otht>r 
womt>n. 
Not only has th<' C't•llt>ge failed to 
act in the wi<'ler arena of affairs, 
but . what is most abhortoent, it allows 
this atii,tude nf the inferiority of 
women 1'i prevail within its own halls . 
For . if one wanders into the Career 
Sc>rviccs Office and reads the inform-
ation sheets on rrcruiters coming to 
this campus, one will find that cer-
tain research companies are looldnR 
for traine<>s who have majored in 
Economics. Mathl•mat ics. Sociology, 
and perhaps English . \'i1hal ar<' they 
fo he trained as? Sc>CTetaric>s! Th<'St' 
~ame eompaniP:- (and J could men-
tion a local example) are hiring 
males ut Harvar<'l, with the ,;ame 
traininK, to do research or to train 
for managerial positions. I do not 
believe that \Velleslt>y shoulct allow 
these companies to engage in their 
<'liscriminatory practices on this 
<'ampus. 
I havt> seen cxa111ples of this at-
titudl' in other areas of Wellesley 
lif<', but. to mr , this is the most out-
rageous. 
This, I heliev<', is wher<' future 
"Renaissance "70's'' should direct 
their attention. Because whether you 
received Honors for your grades or 
for your more unorthodox creativity. 
what is the use, if you do not hav<' 
the choice of what to cto with your 
life? 
SUsan Shc>a '70 
P articipati ,on? 
To the editor: 
Last week New-; listetl a number of 
positions. both <'lected and appoint-
ed, on Senate, Acactemic Council, and 
Trustee committe<>s Many require 
freshmen or sophomores, • although 
there are also openings for some 
juniors. Thr. response so far has been 
practically nonexistent. We feel this 
is a very said commentary on the 
-.;llingness of Wellesley students to 
·- .:\Ct . to make all the prover-
.;~ ul, particularly all 
•his year about 
i:u>point-
like to see it become. "The time has 
come ... " 
Contact us for further details . 
Joan Lister '71 (235-2306) 
Ann O'Reagan '71 (23.5-3797) 
Barb Baumberger '70 
Susan Heinemann '70 
Applause 
To the editor: 
I ·would like to thank Ethos for 
having Stokely Carmi chae l and Shir-
ley Chisolm here at Wellesley this 
week. For several years I have felt 
there has been a ctefinitc lack of first-
rate speakers on tl\is campus, ex-
l'ept as a result of departmental 
aC'gis. It seems to me that Wellesley 
is in a centralized position such that 
it might take advantage of some men 
like John Lindsay, Patrick Moynihan, 
Lawrence O'Brien, poet Archibald 
MacLeish, John Cage , an innovative 
composer, or Loren Eisley, a noted 
2nthropologist whom I hear<'! recently 
at another institution. 
Wellesley could use part of College 
Government funds or combined de-
partmental funds to sponsor reknown-
c>ct speakers of general interest in 
monthly or bimonthly convocations. It 
is a mat ler for the students and fac-
ulty to take the initiative in exploiting 
the advantageous position of Welles-
ley in attracting such lecturers. Ethos 
has taken the first step. Can't we go 
farther? 
Sincerely, 
Marsha Gilman "12 
Music Recital 
The Wellesley College music de-
partment is sponsoring a recital by 
Nancv Mitchell 8r.s1se, violinist, and 
Robe~t Freeman. pianist, on Sun., 
May 3 at 8 p.m. in Jewett Arts Cen-
l!'r on the Well<'sley campus. Mrs. 
Brase is a senior at WC'lleslcy. Mr. 
Freeman is a member of the music 
faculty at MIT. Both ar<' residents of 
the town of Wellesley. Their recital 
is open to the public without cha11;e. 
Mrs. Brac;c and Mr. Freeman will 
perform Sonata No. 1 in D l\lajor, 
Op. 12, No. 1 by Beethoven; Sonata 
'io. I in G i\fajor. Op. 78 by Brahms; 
ViPr Stt1<'kl'. Op. 7 by Weburn; A 
L•·nda na Cahoclo by Villa-Lobos; 
and Ro11mani:m Folkdan<"es by Bar-
tok. 
Mrs . Brase performs frequently 
with th<' W<'llesley College Chamber 
Music Soriety and is a member of tlw 
:\1TT Orrhcstra . Originally from East 
Grand Rapids. ' .'Iichigan. she studied 
\' iolin for several summ!'rs at the• 
National Music Camp in Interlochen . 
Michigan. ancl with Romeo Tata , pro-
fl'ssor of violin at Mi<'higan State 
Univc-rsi!y . Shr is currently studying 
with i\vrton Pint,, of the Boston Syn1-
1 bony Orche>stra. Upon receiving h<'r 
rliploma in June, Mrs. Bras<' will do 
grarlu;ife work in violin in Nr.w York 
City. 
Mr. F'r,..eman fauRhl for rive years 
at Princeton University hefor<' join-
inr; lhl' faculty at :\HT in 1968. /\ 
graduat e of Har vard, hf.' rec<'iVC'CI his 
Ph.D . at Princ<'ton where he> stuctiecl 
with Arthur Mendel and Oliver 
Strunk. i\ musicologist , he has pub-
lished work on Bach, Mozart. and 
Italian opcrn sc·riu. He has bc>en 
,,warded grants by the Fulbright Pro-
gram. the Martha Baird Rockefeller 
Fund, and the National Foundation 
rnr the Ifl?m>tnities. He is a frequent 
rwrformr 1· in chambl'r <.1>nccrts, and 
has app\'arcd ac; soloist with the Bos-
Pops and Esplanade orchestras, 
--..ton Chamber Orchestra, 




As a fitting C'lose to the Earth 
Wt•Pk aciivitie'> of this week, mem-
b(>T,., of Citizt>11S for Participation 
Politics will discuss political act-
ion on Boston area urban-environ-
mt>nlal issue,, at 8 p.m. on Tues., 
April 28 in 112 Pendleton East. 
Our primary purpose in spon-
soring thi,, program is to provide 
a forum which will offer informed 
and con<'erned students and mem-
b(>rs o( tht• <'Omnmnit)• <'lear and 
spC'eific ,va.rs in which they can 
brco me activelv involved in solv• 
ing Pnvironme1;tal problems. Dis-
<'ussion without a<'tion is mean-
ingless and only serves to perpe-
tuate problems. Program particl· 
pant-. \\ill bf' able to vohmteer for 
'>Pl'C'ifk areas of involvem<>nt, ie, 
legislative support, preparation 
for a mas.s transit conference, 
<'lllnnmnity organizing, develop-
lll<'nt of land US{' and mass tran-
sit alternatives. 
PROGRA'.\f 8PEAKERS: 
'.\frs. Barbara Ackermann - Cam• 
bridg<' Cit~· Council, member of 
Cambridge CPP. 
'.\trs. Susan Straight - chairman 
of CPP State Urban Affairs Com-
mittee; Suburban O>-ordinator 
for Greater Boston Committee 
on the Transportation Crisis 
(GBC). 
Mr. Roy Mann - Fulbright Scho-
lar; ~ember of Clllttles River 
Watershed Association; Land· 
sca11e Architect. 
i\lr. Frt>d Slllvoriccl - Manager of 
East Boston Little City Ball; 
Urban Tranqportation rxpert. 
Mr. Nicholas ATguinbaum - Har• 
rnrcl '7l; !rgislative lobh~ist for 
CPP State Environmental Com-
mittee. 
'.\Ir. David Scott - member of 




"The Proposition," Boston's 
long,•st running show, will give a 
s()f'('ial performance Thurs., April 
23 for thl' bf.'ndit of Ecology Act-
ion. 
Thfl p('rformam·c, -..cheduJed at 
9 1>.111., nill be at "Tho Proposi-
tion" th!'atre, 241 Hampshire St., 
Inman Sq., Cambridge. 
Prort'f'ds from the Ecology t>e,-
r.rfit will go towards starting new 
ecolO!l"Y groups in interested l'Om• 
mt1nitif's, and OJ:>l·rational costs at 
tl1ci Cambridgf' offi<'C, including 
rent, po'>ta~l·, · and informational 
literature. J<;<·ology Action is loc-
ated at 92:i ~lass. Ave., Cam-
bridge. 
lmnrovised from 1,uggestions by 
the an(li('nCC, the show will in• 
cluclf' a mosi<'al comedy, a ta.xi 
ride, a mini-op('ra, and an encoun-
ter in the stylr of several modern 
·dramatists. 
Dir<•cted bv Allan Albert, "The 
Proposition"· now in its 26th 
month, features Jan Curtin, Deb-
by Farrell, Munson Hicks, P('ter 
Johm,on, Paul Jones, Judy Kahan, 
Paul Kreppel, Karen Meyn, Josh 
;\lo$M, Wally Pillich, and Stu 
Schulman. 
Regular performances continue 
Thursday through Sunday. For re-
servatio ns, please call 87&-0088. 
ThUl'Sday, April 28, 1970 
Wellesley TWA Flight 
New York - London· New York 
June 27 • August 31 
Space Still Available 
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Peter O'T oole 
"GOODBYE 
MR. CHIPS" 
I :30,4: I 0-7:00 -9:35 
Color 
!G) 
Wellesley Night at Pops 
<;ponsored by Boston WC'llesley College Club 
for the benefit of students 
throu~h the dewloJ>m('nt fund and students' aid 
Saturday, :\lay fl, X:30 P.lU. 
Symphony Hall 
,Janet Pacl<n, '70 Violin Soloist 
Information at Info Bureau 
AN ATTRACTIVE BLAZER 
of lightweight Dacron-and-worsted 
This smart - looking six-button double-
breasted jacket is adapted from our men's 
model ... and reflects current interest in the 
silhouette, with definite waist suppression 
and a deep center vent. Of navy blue polyes -
ter and worsted blend, it also feature s brass 
buttons and welted edges. Sizes 8 to 18, $60 
Also our navy single-breasted model 
in the same material, $ 5 0 
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